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BEARING NEWS Magazine begins this new edition with the 

highly anticipated Bearing & Power Transmission World 

Meetings.  This unique in-person event, created and

hosted by the BEARING NEWS team, is the World’s first 

dedicated meetup at the global level where 30+ countries 

from all continents will be represented by delegations of 

bearing and power transmission professionals.  The event 

is scheduled to take place on 04-06 June, 2023 in Istanbul 

and will run for 3 days, with table meetings, welcome 

dinner, lunches and many more networking opportunities 

among distributors, manufacturers, solution -and service 

providers.  We look forward to seeing you there! 

Further in this Issue, enjoy a series of classic BEARING 

NEWS interviews with leading industry professionals from 

across the globe.  Alejandro Pardinas, CEO at Atlantic

Bearing Services, discusses the story and journey of his 

company.  Aleksejs Lorencs, Commercial Director at 

Baltic Bearing Company examines the full expansion of

production capacity and sales.  Next, Mark Griffiths, 

Managing Director at Chain Supply UK, overviews the story 

of the Rotherham based Industrial Solution Provider.  Next 

hear from Giuseppe Panaccione, Vice President and 

Business Development Manager at NHB Italy, a premium 

supplier of high-quality steel and aluminum balls.  And 

finally, Bob Nayyar Dikshit, Manufacturing Partner at King 

Tiger Sleeves, talks bearing sleeves and locknut solutions. 

What’s Rolling..

What’s Rolling in the Bearing Industry. Learn details 

about key companies and trends, announcements, 

product developments, and other newsworthy 

advancements. All this and more can be found in this 

new edition of BEARING NEWS Magazine. 

I hope that you will enjoy it!
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September 1, 2022   // A significant 
milestone has been reached in Ovako ś 
sustainable journey towards zero carbon 
emissions. The bearing producer SKF 
has produced a Spherical Roller Bearing 
(SRB) with 90% less carbon emission than 
its standard SRB bearing using Ovako ś 
high quality bearing steel. The steel is 
produced from 97% recycled steel in 
Ovako ś Hofors mill and manufactured 
in SKF’s net zero factory in Gothenburg, 
Sweden. As an illustration of the 
companies’ collaboration, the bearing has 
already been installed in a crane at the 
Hofors mill, where it is one of hundreds of 
connected bearings that enable smoother 
operations and less unplanned downtime.

September 6, 2022   // Liebherr expands 
its portfolio with single-row tapered 
roller bearings as main bearings for 
wind turbines. The induction-hardened 
and superfinished raceway surface 
increases the service life Liebherr is a 

development partner with many years of 
experience in the manufacturing of slip-
free hardened main bearings for various 
on- and offshore turbines. Turning one 
into two: The new single-row tapered 
roller bearings for the main bearing 
arrangement in wind turbines expand 
Liebherr’s product range. Two single-row 
tapered roller bearings find their use 
in yet another type of wind turbines. 
Mounted with some distance from each 
other on the shaft, the single-row tapered 
roller bearings have a lower moment 
effect. They are also significantly smaller 
in design. With these newly developed 
main bearings, Liebherr is specifically 
responding to the customer demand.

September 19, 2022   //Bearings 
manufacturer Fersa Bearings announces 
a new strategic partnership with 
Knorr-Bremse TruckServices, the 
commercial vehicles aftermarket 
brand of Knorr-Bremse AG. With 
headquarters in Munich, Germany, 
Knorr-Bremse is a global market leader 
for braking systems and other systems 
for rail and commercial vehicles. 
Starting immediately, Knorr-Bremse 
TruckServices will become a strategic 
sales partner for wheel bearings and 
wheel hubs from Fersa Bearings, 
complementing Knorr-Bremse’s own 

wheel-end portfolio. The objective of 
the strategic partnership is to reinforce 
Knorr-Bremse’s product portfolio for 
commercial vehicles in Europe. Knorr-
Bremse will incorporate the full range of 
Fersa products for wheel-end and axle 
applications in commercial vehicles, 
including trucks, buses and trailers. The 
cooperation between the two companies 
will strengthen the presence of Fersa 
Bearings in the European market through 
Knorr-Bremse’s network of distributors.

September 25, 2022   // The ZEN Group 
Renames its European Branches, a 
symbol of the union of its global teams 
as a whole. It has taken many years 
of substantial work and considerable 
investments in state-of-the-art 
technology since the ZEN group was 
established in Dusseldorf, Germany, 
in 1992. At this present time, with an 
extensive catalogue with more than 
6,000 product lines, 3 factories, 6 
warehouses around the world, and a 
presence in more than 18 countries. 
The company has decided to take a step 
forward in its consolidation as a global 
bearing manufacturer, presenting itself 
to its customers as a single entity.

October 3, 2022   // Axel Johnson 
International’s business group Power 
Transmission Solutions enters the Italian — Liebherr expands its portfolio with single-row tapered roller bearings as main bearings for wind turbines.

— Selection of Fersa wheel end hub bearings, 

wheel end kits and modules for commercial 

vehicle wheel end applications
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market by acquiring a majority stake in 
power transmission group GMM. GMM 
was founded in 1973 by Attilio Milani, and 
has its head office in Modena, Italy, with 
an American branch GMM USA, located 
in Clarksville, Tennessee. The company 
has a broad product offering within 
bearings, power transmissions, motors, and 
gears, with an extensive service offering 
in condition monitoring and industrial 
remanufacturing performed by the group’s 
subsidiaries Bbm and E. Malaguti. GMM has 
most of its customers in the Italian OEM and 
MRO market in a wide range of industries, 
where many are related to the ceramic tile 
sector. Sustainability is a strategic key focus, 
and the company’s offering of energy-
saving solutions is a fundamental part 
of its business model. Managing Director 
Luca Milani will remain in the company 
with a relevant minority stake ownership.

October 10, 2022    // Solve opens 
new distribution center in Charlotte. 
Bearings & Power Transmission Products 
Manufacturer Selects Charlotte for New 

Distribution Center. Solve Industrial 
Motion Group (Solve), a leading 
manufacturer of bearings and power 
transmission products, has officially 
signed a lease for a 282,134-square-foot, 
state-of-the-art distribution center in 
Charlotte. The new space has more 
than 200,000 additional square feet 
than Solve’s current facility, where it’s 
been since the early 1990s. In addition 
to supporting the company’s growth, 
the new space will allow for expanded 
engineering and quality control 
capabilities, flexible shipping and 
receiving areas, and designated product 
customization stations. 

October 18, 2022   // PTDA Welcomes 
Two New Distributor Members 

The Power Transmission Distributors 
Association (PTDA) welcomes Klockner 
Group (Columbia, S.C.) and  Gerbers 
of Montana (Great Falls, Mont.) as new 
member companies. Klockner Group 
services industrial facilities across the 
U.S. with engineering, installation, 
fabrication and parts for conveying 
systems. It is a major distributor of 
welded steel chain, cut tooth and 
machine tooth sprockets for all material 
handling industrial chain installations. 
The company also offers technical 
field inspection of material handling 
applications to analyze problem areas 
and determining solutions for maximum 
production and maintenance free 
operation. Gerbers of Montana has 

been a specialist in grain handling 
equipment since 1878 and now is 
also the largest bearing/PT stocking 
distributor in the state. The company 
prides itself on providing customer 
service, high industry knowledge and 
having quality products in stock.

October 25, 2022  // COC opens new 
branch in the USA. The Japan based 
bearings manufacturer finally crosses 
the Pacific Ocean to the United States. 
Serving the next generation of bearing 
products throughout theregion.

October 28, 2022  // Carter 
Manufacturing signs partnership with 
OTAR in Italy. Carter Manufacturing is 
a global supplier of precision bearings 
and aerospace tooling equipment and 
they continue to exploit opportunities 
to promote their industry leading 
bearings beyond the UK.  A recent 
trip to Puglia in Italy resulted in many 
positive meetings along with interactive 
aerospace bearing tool training. The 
focus in Italy is for good reason, as 
certain areas include many aerospace 
and ‘high-end’ engineering companies 
who can benefit from Carters expertise. 
Carter work in close collaboration 
with OTAR their Italian agents and 
this represents an ideal partnership in 

— Devin Ware and Eiichi Kobayashi visit the new 

warehouse location.
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promoting both aerospace, commercial 
industrial bearings as well as aerospace 
bearing tool products. OTAR’s proactive 
approach to supporting their customers 
is combined with their accreditations 
of ISO:9001 and certification to 
AS9120, a great combination.

November 9, 2022   // Timken has 
completed its previously announced 
acquisition of GGB Bearings. Founded 
in 1899, GGB Bearings serves a 
variety of diverse customers, markets, 
geographies and applications with a 
product portfolio that complements 
existing Timken industry-leading 
engineered bearing solutions. GGB 
Bearings‘ revenue is expected to be 
around $200 million in fiscal year 2022. 
With manufacturing facilities across the 
United States, Europe and China, GGB 
Bearings employs approximately 900 
people and has a global engineering, 
distribution and sales footprint. GGB 
Bearings is a global technology and 
market leader of premium engineered 
metal-polymer plain bearings with 
expertise in material science, surface 
engineering and tribology. Its tribology 
solutions in plain bearing coatings 
complement Timken‘s leading positions 
in roller and ball bearings. GGB Bearings‘ 
products are used mainly in industrial 
applications, including pumps and 
compressors, HVAC, off-highway, energy, 
material handling and aerospace.

November 9, 2022    // Directors of 
Schaeffler AG has decided on additional 
restructuring measures aimed primarily 
at further boosting competitiveness in 
the Automotive Technologies division 
as well as reducing fixed costs and 
overcapacity. These measures are to 
be largely implemented by the end of 
2026. The accelerated transformation 
towards electrification in the automotive 
drive technologies segment is leading 
to overcapacity in products for internal 
combustion engine vehicles and hence 
the need for further adjustments. 
Another factor driving the need for 
further adjustment at Schaeffler is that 
automakers are continuing to cut back on 
development programs for combustion 
engine vehicles. Accordingly, the 
planned structural changes involve 
the cutting of a total of 1,300 positions, 
mainly in the Engine & Transmission 
Systems and Bearings business divisions 
within Automotive Technologies, and 
in the company’s central functions. 
Approximately three quarters of the 
capacity reduction will affect positions 
in administration and in central 
functions in the area of R&D for internal 
combustion engines, with the other one 
quarter in production. Positions will 
be cut both in Germany and abroad.

November 17, 2022   // The EUROTRANS 
announced the reelection of Mr. 
Haffar Salim as president of their 
organization during the International 

Drive Conference that took place online 
the 17th November. In front of a panel 
of professionals and associations 
members from more than 30 countries, 
Mr. Haffar presented the work 
achieved in the last two years and the 
strategy for future. Europe remain the 
leading region worldwide in terms of 
innovation and experience in the power 
Transmission sector. Companies in this 
industry employ no less than 160,000 
people. Consequently, EUROTRANS 
takes its task of representing these 
people and enterprises, in line with 
national needs, very seriously.

November 21, 2022   // Schaeffler has 
signed a contract with the CERATIZIT 
Group for the acquisition of CERASPIN. 
Based in Livange, Luxembourg, 
CERASPIN has over 25 years’ experience 
in the development and production 
of premium ceramic products, the 
majority of which are processed into 
rolling elements for various bearing 
applications. The bearings manufactured 
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on the basis of this technology are used 
in a wide range of strategic growth 
areas, including wind energy, rail, 
aerospace, medical equipment, electrical 
engineering, and vacuum pumps for 
the semiconductor industry. Rolling 
bearings with ceramic components are 
characterized by low friction, reduced 
wear, and particularly high accuracy 
and precision. They are also increasingly 
used in applications designed to 
protect mechanical components 
against electrical current passage.

November 22, 2022   // Motor and power 
equipment manufacturer Regal Rexnord 
announced an agreement to acquire Altra 
Industrial Motion for nearly $5 billion. 
The Wisconsin-based company said the 
deal would transform its automation 
and industrial motion portfolio as 
demand for advanced manufacturing 
technologies soars amid a tight labor 
market. Under the agreement, Rexnord 
would pay $62 per share in cash for 
Altra, which would value the suburban 
Boston company at an estimated $4.95 
billion. Rexnord officials also touted the 
deal’s impact on its power transmission 
lineup, its research and development 
practices, and its operating efficiency.

November 29, 2022  // ISB industries, 
leader in the field of industrial 
components, inaugurated its ISB 
Technical Solution Center. The new 
facility (1800 sqm) houses technical 
offices, laboratories, control and 
testing, training center and conference 
room holding over 200 people, and a 
dedicated events room. The company has 
a Group turnover of 130 million euros, 
and 250 employees. ISB industries has 
invested more than 20 million euros in 
the last 5 years, on many projects both 
internationally and locally, including in 
the automated warehouse with a capacity 
of over 56,000 pallets and 235,000 boxes 
in stock, for a total volume of 75,000 
cubic meters, which is considered as 
being the largest warehouse for bearings 
in Italy and the third in Europe. 

Melior Motion GmbH becomes 
Schaeffler Ultra Precision Drives 
GmbH 

December 1, 2022   // At the beginning 
of this year, the automotive and 
industrial supplier Schaeffler acquired 
Melior Motion GmbH, an innovative 
manufacturer of precision gearboxes for 
robotics and automation applications, 
among others. As of December 1, 2022, 
Melior Motion GmbH will operate 
under the name of Schaeffler Ultra 
Precision Drives GmbH. The aim of 
the acquisition is to continuously 

expand the Industrial division’s 
portfolio of precision gearboxes 
and to secure a strategically strong 
position in the dynamically growing 
market for industrial automation.

December 5, 2022   // Axel Johnson 
International’s business group Power 
Transmission Solutions strengthens 
its position in Slovenia through the 
acquisition of Tinex, a leading distributor 
of bearings, mechanical power 
transmission technology and sealing 
solutions. Founded in 1990, Tinex is 
located in Šenčur, about 26 kilometres 
north of Ljubljana. Tinex’s product 
offering is centred around bearings, 
sealings and linear motion products 
but also includes transmissions, lifting 
clamps, pneumatics, lubrication, tools, 
and specialty fasteners. The company 
serves many sectors such as Chemicals, 
Pharma, Energy, Paper, Machine 
Engineering, Automotive, Agriculture, 
Electro-technical and Transport and is 
particularly strong in the steel sector.

— Electrically insulated bearings with ceramic 

rolling elements, for use in wind turbine generator 

or railway traction motor units. Images: Schaeffler
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December 22, 2023  // According to a 
tweet of Bloomberg, ‘SKF is exploring 
a sale of its aerospace operations as 
the Swedish industrial group trims 
peripheral businesses after activist 
Cevian Capital pushed for change.

January 1, 2023 // From 1st January 2023, 
Acorn Industrial Services Ltd completed 
its acquisition of RW Bearings Ltd by 
transitioning to an ACORN Branch, 
increasing Acorn’s geographical reach 
within the UK market. RW Bearings 
Ltd was formed in 2007 and quickly 
became renowned for its vast experience 
and emphasis on customer care, 
enabling them to create longstanding 
customer relationships within the 
region. Now "Acorn Gloucestershire," 
RWB proved to be an excellent fit with 
the products and services provided 
by Acorn Industrial Services.

January 4, 2023 // Fersa Group acquires 
majority stake in manufacturer Delux 
Bearings. The Spanish multinational 
strengthens its global strategy by 
consolidating its position in India and 
takes a further step towards market 
leadership in powertrain components 
and intelligent mobility solutions while 
diversifying its product range to reach 
an estimated turnover of more than 
200 million euros by 2023. Fersa Group 
becomes the major investor in Delux 
Bearings, while the Indian company, 
dedicated to the manufacture of bearings 
and electromechanical components for 
all types of machinery and light and 
heavy commercial vehicles, maintains 
its independence under the management 
of the Rathod family, founders of the 
company. The group closed 2022 with 
€165 million in turnover and 57% growth 
compared to 2021 and expects to exceed 
€200 million in turnover in 2023.

January 10, 2023  // Specialised 
industrial service provider ERIKS 
has invested £500,000 in a new 

Southampton regional hub as part of 
a multi-million-pound infrastructure 
improvements program in the UK. 
ERIKS has ploughed funding into 
the 1,800m2 purpose-built hub on 
Adanac Drive, designed to support 
the company’s strong customer base 
across manufacturing sectors in the 
South and South West of England. 
The regional hub replaces two smaller 
outdated facilities in Southampton 
and brings together core areas of 
engineering expertise in a central 
location, as well as a local stockholding 
of critical parts, allowing ERIKS to 
further improve the speed, flexibility 
and scope of its customer services. 
A wide range of services will be 
offered including standard repairs 
and upgrades for pumps, motors 
and gearboxes. The work is part of a 
£21m infrastructure investment by 
ERIKS split between Maintenance, 
Repair and Operation (MRO) product 
supply headlined by a state-of-the-
art fulfilment centre in Oldbury, 
West Midlands, and the technical 
engineering side of the business 
supported by product business units 
and engineering workshops across 
the country such as Southampton.
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January 31, 2023  // Timken Acquires 
Nadella and American Roller Bearing 
Company. The Timken Company, 
has reached an agreement to 
acquire Nadella Group, a leading 
European manufacturer of linear 
guides, telescopic rails, actuators 
and systems and other specialized 
industrial motion solutions, from 
ICG plc. Nadella posted revenue of 
approximately €100 million in 2022. 
The business has 450 employees and 
operates manufacturing facilities in 
Europe and China. The transaction is 
subject to regulatory approvals. The 
acquisition of Nadella will further 
Timken’s strategy to expand and scale 
its leading industrial motion product 
portfolio, which includes linear motion 
and other engineered products that 
are designed to improve the reliability 
and efficiency of industrial equipment 
and machinery. Timken added linear 
motion products to its portfolio when 
it acquired Rollon in 2018. Rollon is 
a leader in engineered linear guides, 
telescopic rails, actuators and systems, 
serving robotics, automation, logistics 
and other attractive market sectors. 
The company has further acquired 
the assets of American Roller Bearing 
Company (ARB), a North Carolina-
based manufacturer of industrial 
bearings. ARB’s offerings join 
Timken’s industry-leading portfolio 
of engineered bearing solutions. 
ARB, which boasts a large U.S. 

installed base and strong aftermarket 
business, generated sales of more 
than $30 million in 2022. ARB employs 
approximately 190 people and operates 
manufacturing facilities in Hiddenite 
and Morganton, N.C. Prior to this 
transaction, three generations of the 
Succop family owned and operated 
ARB since its founding in 1911.

February 17, 2023  // Solve 
Industrial Motion Group (“Solve”), a 
manufacturer and seller of bearings 
and power-transmission component 
parts, announced the acquisition of 
SPB-USA, LLC., a factory-direct sales 
and marketing company of Sapporo 
Precision, Inc., the manufacturer of 
EZO Precision Ball Bearings. Based 
in Sarasota, Florida, SPB-USA offers 

a full range of EZO high precision 
miniature, thin section, and radial 
ball bearings used in a wide variety 
of applications. The manufacturer’s 
expansive selection of miniature ball 
bearings that offer top-tier frictional 
torque performance for high-speed 
motor applications represents a critical 
differentiator that supports SPB-USA’s 
value proposition to its loyal customers.
The acquisition further expands Solve’s 
broad portfolio of precision bearing 
and power transmission products.  
The deal for SPB-USA, LLC, follows 
the additions of MasterDrive, SST 
Bearing Corporation, and TRITAN 
Bearings & PT Components in the last 
year to provide better solutions for 
original equipment manufacturers, 
end users, and distributor partners.
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A Legacy of European Precision  
& Austrian Quality for  
Wind and Railway
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Located in the picturesque town of Steyr in 
Austria, NKE Bearings has established itself as 
a leading manufacturer of high-performance 
bearings. Founded in 1996 by a dedicated team 
of engineers and craftsmen, NKE Bearings 
has always been driven by a commitment 
to precision and quality. Today, this legacy 
continues, as the company produces some of 
the most advanced bearings in the industry. 

With a focus on wind turbine and railway 
applications, NKE Bearings has been driving 
innovation in this field, developing advanced 
and smart bearings solutions that can 
withstand extreme conditions and deliver 
reliability and longevity. 

NKE Bearings is guided by the highest 
standards of European quality and 
craftsmanship. Every aspect of the 
manufacturing process, from the selection of 
raw materials to the precise machining and 
assembly of each bearing, is executed with 
precision and attention to detail. The result is a 
reputation for quality and performance that is 
unparalleled in the industry. 

In an era where many products are 
mass-produced and lacking in character, 
NKE Bearings stands out as a beacon 

of authenticity and craftsmanship. The 
company is dedicated to both preserving 
the traditions of European engineering and 
embracing the latest technological advances. 
 
As a part of Fersa Group, NKE Austria is 
uniquely positioned to offer the best of both 
worlds to the wind and railway industries. 
The combination of NKE's precision 
engineering expertise and Fersa Group´s 
global manufacturing capacity and business 
agility allows the company to offer solutions 
that cater to the specific needs of both OEM 
manufacturers and MRO specialists. 
For OEM manufacturers, NKE Bearings 

provides the engineering support necessary 
to develop custom solutions for wind 
and railway applications. With a team of 
experienced engineers, the company can 
design and manufacture special bearings to 
meet even the most demanding specifications. 

For MRO specialists, NKE Bearings 
provides a level of agility and flexibility 
that is unmatched in the industry. With a 
commitment to customer service and a deep 
understanding of the wind and railway 
industries, the company can offer the fast 
turnaround times and specialized solutions 
that MRO specialists require. 
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This unique combination of engineering 
expertise, agile support, and manufacturing 
capacity allows NKE Austria to be at the 
forefront of innovation, providing high-
performance bearings from the earliest days 
of wind energy. 
 
In a world where innovation is key, 
and customers demand the very best in 
performance and reliability, NKE Bearings 
is the natural choice. Whether you need a 
bearing for a wind turbine, railway, or any 
demanding application, you can trust in 
the quality of this iconic Austrian brand 
that continues to drive innovation in the 
bearing industry. With a rich history and 
a commitment to the future, NKE Austria 
embodies the spirit of European excellence. 

How NKE's Engineering Expertise 
Optimize Wind Turbine Performance.

Wind turbines are complex machines 
that require exceptional reliability to 
ensure efficient and uninterrupted power 
generation. Among the critical components 
of wind turbines, the bearings used in the 
gearbox and generator play a significant 
role in the performance, efficiency, 
and service life of the machine. In this 
article, we'll explore how NKE, a leading 
manufacturer of bearings, provides high-
performance bearing solutions for wind 
turbines and their advantages. 

Ensuring reliable performance of wind 
gearbox bearings 

Wind turbine gearboxes require bearings 
that can withstand high loads and stresses 

and operate smoothly and reliably for 
extended periods without maintenance. 
NKE offers a wide range of bearings 
suitable for various gearbox configurations 
and power ratings. These include full 
complement cylindrical roller bearings, 
single and multi-row cylindrical roller 
bearings, tapered roller bearings, spherical 
roller bearings, deep groove ball bearings, 
and angular contact ball bearings. 

What sets NKE's wind gearbox bearings 
apart is their exceptional quality and 
durability. According to Michael Rössl, 
Application Engineering at NKE in Steyr, 
Austria, "NKE bearings are installed inside 
wind turbines for power ratings from 
several hundred kilowatts up to multi-
megawatts. NKE has more than 20 years 
of experience in the wind business and 
has equipped a great number and variety 
of wind turbines in the past – so we know 
about the design and specifications which 

need to be fulfilled for service demands. 
As we are building up a stock of frequently 
used wind bearings and complete gearbox 
sets, we can guarantee high availability." 

Another advantage of NKE's wind gearbox 
bearings is their innovative functionalities 
and features that optimize their performance. 
For instance, NKE can coat its bearings 
with black oxide, a special treatment that 
provides a protective layer on the functional 
surfaces of the bearing. Black oxide finished 
bearings offer improved run-in and wear 
and enhanced adhesive wear characteristics, 
making them more reliable and durable.
Moreover, for demanding applications, 
NKE can choose from a wide variety of 
different materials and heat treatments, 
such as bainitic hardening and case-
carburized bearing steel, to optimize bearing 
performance further. With its expertise 
in materials science and manufacturing, 
NKE can tailor its bearing solutions 
to the specific needs and operating 
conditions of wind turbines, providing 
customers with exceptional value.

Optimizing Wind Turbine Performance: 
Innovative Functionalities and Features 

In addition to their high-quality bearings, 
NKE offers wind turbine manufacturers 
innovative functionalities and features that 
optimize the performance and lifespan of 
their wind turbines. For example, NKE can 
provide black oxide coating on bearings to 
improve run-in, wear, and adhesive wear 
characteristics. This protective layer reduces 
the risk of premature bearing failure and 
increases the overall reliability of the turbine.
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NKE also offers a variety of different 
materials and heat treatments for bearings 
that are specifically designed to perform 
under challenging wind turbine conditions. 
These include bainitic hardening, case-
carburized bearing steel, and more. With 
these optimized bearings, wind turbines 
can operate more efficiently and reliably 
than ever before. 

Extending Service Life with NKE's 
Insulated and Hybrid Bearings for Wind 
Generator 

Wind turbine generators are an essential 
component of any wind turbine, and their 
bearings must operate under challenging 
conditions. NKE offers insulated generator 
bearings and hybrid generator bearings 
with ceramic rolling elements that provide 
perfect protection against all kinds of 
issues related to electrical currents passing 
through a bearing. These solutions not only 
lower the risk of premature bearing failure, 
but they also increase the reliability and 
efficiency of the turbine as a whole. 

NKE's insulated bearings are suitable for 
all common multi-megawatt generators, 
and the company also offers customized 
insulated bearing solutions upon request. 
For applications that have to function under 
especially harsh operating conditions, NKE 
provides premium hybrid bearings that 
maximize the generator's reliability and 
performance. These hybrid bearings consist 
of bearing rings made of bearing steel 
and ceramic rolling elements, and they're 
available with rolling element guided steel 
sheet cages or massive brass cages. 

Austrian Expertise in the Historic Town 
of Steyr 

NKE's headquarters in Steyr, Austria, 
is home to a engineering center for 
large-sized bearings, including state-
of-the-art manufacturing capabilities 
and a logistics center. All NKE bearings 
undergo strict, documented quality 
inspections, and the company's 
Application Engineering department 
offers certification support in accordance 
with wind standards such as GL2010, 
IEC61400, or customized specifications. 

NKE's expertise in manufacturing high-
quality bearings is based on over 20 years 

of experience in the wind business, and 
the company has equipped a great number 
and variety of wind turbines in the past. 
As a result, NKE knows about the design 
and specifications that need to be fulfilled 
for service demands. In addition to serving 
the wind power sector, NKE produces 
standard and custom bearings for all 
industrial applications. Custom solutions 
are developed and manufactured for special 
requirements, and NKE provides a full 
range of technical services, consulting, 
documentation, and training. 

Beyond Wind Power: NKE's 
Comprehensive Range of Standard and 
Custom Bearings and Technical Services 

While NKE is a leading provider of bearings 
for wind turbines, the company also 

produces a comprehensive range of standard 
and custom bearings for all industrial 
applications. These bearings can be produced 
with short lead times and are tailored to 
the specific needs of each customer. In 
addition to product development and 
application engineering, NKE provides a 
full range of technical services, consulting, 
documentation, and training. 

NKE's expertise in bearing manufacturing is 
based on a deep understanding of the design 
and specifications that need to be fulfilled 
for demanding industrial applications. 
With its state-of-the-art manufacturing 
capabilities and commitment to quality, 
NKE is a reliable partner for any company 
looking to improve the performance 
and reliability of its machinery.

Manage, trend, and analyze ultrasound 
and vibration data with the integrated 
Bearing Toolbox.

Download our Success Stories e-book
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Manage, trend, and analyze ultrasound 
and vibration data with the integrated 
Bearing Toolbox.

Download our Success Stories e-book



SIELAND GMBH CELEBRATES 
50TH ANNIVERSARY

Sieland stocks and services power 
transmission, tools, personal protection 
equipment, cleaning technology and 
factory equipment.

Founded on January 1st, 1973, 
Franz Sieland GmbH, specialist 
dealer for industrial supplies, 
can look back on more than 
50 years of history. 

We are a dealer for industrial supplies of all kinds 
and have a wide and deep range of products, 
especially for drive technology and ball bearings 
of all kinds.

We have been moving to a new warehouse which makes it possible for your 
orders until 3pm to be dispatched same day. In addition we increase our stock 
of premium brands INA, FAG and SKF as well as high temperature bearings 
from SWC. 

www.d2d-bearings.com 

Your strong partner for Bearings 
and Power Transmission

Franz Sieland GmbH

Möhnestraße 122
59755 Arnsberg

Monday to Friday: 07:00 - 17:00
E-Mail: info@sieland-werkzeuge.de

SCAN ME

Call us at
+49 2932 97710
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Liebherr slewing bearings 
ensure self-alignment 

of floating wind turbines

• Liebherr’s components product segment manufactures slewing 
bearings for floating wind turbines of Ming Yang Smart Energy

• Roller bearings function as a mooring-system for the self-alignment of 
the wind turbine “Nezzy²”

The Liebherr components product segment is part of a revolutionary project 
by Ming Yang Smart Energy: The Chinese manufacturer of wind turbines 
and provider of integrated solutions for clean energy has produced the 
prototype of a floating wind turbine. And Liebherr’s slewing bearings take 
care of their self-alignment.

— Mooring bearings with a diameter of four metres 

ensure self-alignment of floating wind turbines.
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The wind blows strongest on the high seas. 
To use this natural resource even more 
efficiently, the Chinese manufacturer 
of wind turbines, Ming Yang, is moving 
forward with “Nezzy²”. This is a 16.6 MW 
twin floating offshore wind platform, 
consisting of two 8.3 MW wind turbines. 
Their V-shaped downwind rotors have a 
diameter of 180 metres each. The rotors 
are mounted on a floating, self-aligning 
structure, which consists of an anchor 
buoy, mooring bearing and a steel 
structure (floating foundation). Due to a 
downwind configuration, also known as 
a lee runner, the wind can be captured 
from behind to assist the self-alliance of 
the turbines. The combination of the lee 
runner, the anchor buoy and the mooring 
bearing enables the self-alignment itself. 
The structures are anchored to the seabed 
by steel cables. An underwater cable 
transmits the generated electricity to the 
coast then. This technology opens up 
the possibility of erecting offshore wind 
turbines in regions with deeper waters.

The floating structure is as reliable as 
its land-based counterpart: To ensure 
the self-alignment of these turbines, the 
Liebherr slewing bearings function as 
a mooring-system. For this purpose, a 
bearing with a diameter of four metres is 
installed as a connecting element between 
the anchor buoy and the float below the 
sea surface. Because the slewing bearing 

has to withstand high pressure and 
corrosive environmental conditions, some 
components are made of stainless steel or 
welded on with stainless steel. In addition, 
the bearing has two sensors that can detect 
the unlikely event of water ingress – for 
example, when seals wear out – at two 
measuring points. One is located in the first 
lower chamber - the second in the second 
upper chamber of the floating turbine. 
In this way, Liebherr’s unique smart 
bearing lubrication monitoring comes into 
play and shows, whether it is necessary 
to intervene. In case of maintenance or 
repair, the float with the turbines can be 
separated from the anchor buoy and towed 
to a harbour. Thus, by providing such a 
mooring system, Liebherr does not only 
contribute to the efficient use of wind as a 
resource on the high seas, but also to easy 
maintenance of floating wind turbines. 

About Liebherr-Components AG

In this segment, the Liebherr Group specialises 
in the development, design, manufacturing 
of high-performance components in the 
field of mechanical, hydraulic and electric 
drive and control technology. Liebherr-
Component Technologies AG, based in Bulle 
(Switzerland), coordinates all activities 
in the components product segment.

The extensive product range includes 
combustion engines, injection systems, engine 

control units, axial piston pumps and motors, 
hydraulic cylinders, slewing bearings, gearboxes 
and winches, switchgear, electronic and power 
electronics components, and software. The 
high-quality components are used in cranes 
and earthmoving machinery, in the mining 
industry, maritime applications, wind turbines, 
automotive engineering or in aviation and 
transport technology. Synergy effects in s 
other product segments of the Liebherr Group 
are used to drive continuous technological 
development. 

About the Liebherr Group

The Liebherr Group is a family-run technology 
company with a highly diversified product 
portfolio. The company is one of the largest 
construction equipment manufacturers in the 
world. It also provides high quality and user-
oriented products and services in a wide range 
of other areas. The Liebherr Group includes 
over 140 companies across all continents. In 
2021, it employed more than 49,000 staff and 
achieved combined revenues of over 11.6 billion 
euros. Liebherr was founded in Kirchdorf an der 
Iller in Southern Germany in 1949. Since then, 
the employees have been pursuing the goal of 
achieving continuous technological innovation, 
and bringing industry-leading solutions to its 
customers.  

More information can be found at  
www.liebherr.com

—The assembly of the triple-row roller bearing takes place in Biberach an der Riß (Germany).



www.ikont.euNIPPON THOMPSON EUROPE

RAPID AND STABLE LINEAR MOTION IN ANALYSING DEVICES,THANKS TO  LINEAR WAYS.

An increasing number of tested samples per hour and zero failures are the most important factors in bioscience analysers. Nowadays, linear motion mechanism 
is an indispensable part in these devices which are used widely in medical and researching facilities. Though dozens of linear bearing manufactures provides 
small size linear guides in the market, IKO Nippon Thompson brings unique technology and solutions to these high-end devices with our unique technology and 
the solution we offer:

- Excellent and accurate repeatability
- Maintenance-free
- Made from corrosion resistant stainless steel

The engineer from one of IKO’s Miniature Linear Way ML users who is responsible for designing the precision scanners for their medical devices explains: 
“Smooth and stable linear movement without a mechanical clearance is absolutely a crucial factor for our device performance. A linear motor-driven table must 
have zero-compromise speed stability in order to achieve a high quality scanning of the biological membrane. IKO Linear Way brought the solution to our high 
demands.” During the prototype designing, the engineer and IKO discussed numerous factors and finalized the specification. In addition, the end users or 
maintenance engineers of the devices are free from a re-lubrication thanks to IKO C-Lube technology. In addition to providing the above mentioned technical 
solutions, IKO worked together with the customer to plan and arrange optimized delivery control in a recently problematic supply chains system, successfully 
securing the customer’s on-schedule production.

IKO Miniature Linear Way ML does not stop in the field of mechanical parts, but has evolved to IKO linear motor tables by incorporating their excellent
performances. IKO provides the extremely thin and compact structured linear motor tables that are suitable for bio-medical, semiconductor, small automation
devices. These positioning tables achieve quick positioning from A to B with more than 80% reduction of the settling time compared to the ball screw driven 
mechanism.

IKO provides the following size range
Miniature Linear Way ML : 1mm to 42mm in width
Linear Motor Table NT : 38mm to 88mm in width
Linear Motor Table LT : 100mm to 170mm in width

                 For more information on how IKO can support your new and current projects,
                 visit www.ikont.eu or email nte@ikonet.co.jp,
                 Phone +31 (0)10 462 68 68
                 IKO Nippon Thompson Europe B.V.
                 Keersopstraat 35, 3044EX Rotterdam, the Netherlands
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launches novel universal dressing tools  
with fastest delivery times

Superabrasives leader Meister Abrasives announces the launch of its 
newest dressing tools with cutting-edge technology, improved design, 

and quick delivery times. 
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Swiss company Meister Abrasives introduces 
its latest innovations in the area of dressing 
tools: UltraCut DIA Dresser Universal and 
Ceramet DIA Dresser Universal. Available 
in the brand’s proprietary UltraCut and 
Ceramet bonds, these novel rotary dressing 
wheels are a genuine combination of 
extensive expertise, excellent performance, 
enhanced design, and cutting-edge 
technology. The universal character of the 
solutions allows Meister Abrasives to offer 
exceptional dressing wheels with unmatched 
delivery times of up to two weeks*.  

Achieving best surface quality with almost 
no grinding pressure nor deflection 
is now possible by employing Meister 
Abrasives’ UltraCut DIA Dresser Universal. 
Its technology – UltraCut DIA – consists 
of diamond crystals in an open structure 
vitrified bond. Such dressing wheels 
exhibit a high degree of sharpness, i.e. an 
exceptionally high number of cutting edges, 
combined with optimal grit retention. 
Meister Abrasives’ Ceramet DIA Dresser 
Universal unites the benefits of a porous 
matrix with improved wear resistance. 
Its Ceramet DIA technology is based on a 
hybrid metal-ceramic matrix system with 
embedded diamond crystals. Dressing 
wheels with that technology combine 
free-cutting porous structures with 
significant wear resistance and a self-
sharpening ability. Due to its properties, 

Meister Abrasives’ UltraCut DIA Dresser 
Universal is the perfect solution for dressing 
small vitrified-bonded grinding wheels with 
very small grain sizes, whereas the Ceramet 
DIA Dresser Universal is particularly 
suitable for optimally dressing straight 
internal and external grinding wheels.  

Meister Abrasives’ novel dressing tools 
designed with the brand’s proprietary and 
continuously improved UltraCut and Ceramet 
bonds, have proven to achieve consistent 
results during dressing. Both bonds have 
porous base matrixes and guarantee stable 
processes where  the surface quality of the 
workpiece and the open topography of the 
grinding wheel are the same before and after 
the dressing. The uniqueness of the UltraCut 
bond lies in its very open, porous structure 
which is accountable for an increased 
tribological protection and extremely high 
tolerance accuracy with almost no deflection 
nor pressure. What makes the Ceramet 
bond exceptional is its significantly high 
wear resistance, free-cutting structure, and 
improved cooling properties. 

The novel UltraCut DIA Dresser Universal  
and Ceramet DIA Dresser Universal achieve 
improved surface finish, stable process, 
and longer dress frequency with no thermal 
damage. From the coating of the carriers 
that protects against rust and scratch marks 
to the clear contours of the dressing wheels, 

the unparalleled properties of the novel 
Universal dressers are reflected in every 
detail. The sleek packaging encapsulates 
the uniqueness of these rotary dressing 
wheels. And the best part: Meister Abrasives’ 
Universal wheels are available in an instant 
with delivery times of up to two weeks*. 
 
ABOUT MEISTER ABRASIVES

Meister Abrasives is a leading and highly 
innovative company with extensive experience 
in developing and manufacturing customized 
cutting-edge industrial superabrasive tools for 
high-precision grinding applications. Founded 
in 1951 in Switzerland, Meister Abrasives is 
synonymous to exceptional quality, precision, 
and individualized customer solutions 
– values inherent not only to the brand 
but also to the land in which it originated 
– Switzerland. Being at the forefront of 
technological innovation, Meister Abrasives 
is dedicated to its quest of creating innovation 
with a higher meaning through processes 
optimization, sustainable use of resources, 
control of own manufacturing processes, 
and uncompromising attitude to quality in 
customer care, facilitated by the brand’s 
international structure with family values. 

More information can be found at 
www.meister-abrasives.com

* Delivery times may vary depending on shipping location.



The European  
Bearing Manufacturer 
in full Expansion of its  
Production Capacity & Sales



The Bearing News team had the chance to have an in-depth discussion 
with Aleksejs Lorencs, The Commercial Director at the Riga, Latvia based 
Baltic Bearing Company. Aleksejs Lorens was actively involved during 
the startup phase of the company and is one of the key persons for the 
success at the Baltic Bearing Company. He explained us the past, present 
and future plans of the company during this interview.
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Could you tell us about your background 
and current activities at Baltic Bearing 
Company? 

My life has been connected with bearings 
for more than 15 years. During this time, 
I managed to visit different roles. First as 
manager at my company that purchased 
bearings and used them in my own 
production. Switched to a new company that 
sold bearings and was a distributor of many 
well-known premium brands, and currently, 
for more than 6 years I have been holding 
the position of Commercial Director and 
manage the sales of bearings in the group of 
companies Baltic Bearing Company. 

With our team, we created everything from 
0 (Zero). It was a very interesting challenge, 

in a professional sense. Personally, this 
is the most ideal combination of work 
processes, involving in the sales of bearing 
which were produced in-house. At the 
production plant, I have the chance to 
influence many of the technical parameters 
of the bearings we produce and adapt our 
production to the needs of the customers. 
We managed to assemble an excellent team 
over the last years, despite the crises of 
recent years, we have been able to increase 
sales and increase production rates. 

Today we have distributors on 4 continents, 
from Taiwan to USA. Hundreds of 
distributors and end users. Over the past 
years, BBC-R bearings have earned the 
deserved trust of both small consumers and 
large international concerns. 

And I'm proud to be a part of this success 
story. 

The total area 
of the Baltic 

Bearing Company 
production 

plant is 7100 
square meters, 

and employs 
today more than 

150 people.

“

“
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Aleksejs Lorencs, 

Commercial Director at Baltic Bearing Company
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What is the history of Baltic Bearing 
Company? 

Baltic Bearing Company is one of the 
newest manufacturing facilities in Europe, 
the only one in the Baltic States and 
the first Plant in Latvia which produces 
bearings since 2015. The construction of the 
production premises in Riga, which is the 
capital of Latvia, lasted for three years. 
 
Today Riga is an international transport 
hub in the northeast of Europe and has 
always been a large trading city with a 
developed industry. Proximity to the sea 
and developed logistics connect the capital 
of Latvia with all the countries of Eastern 
and Western Europe and the CIS countries. 
Taking into account the specifics of the 
business project, marketing research and 
goals for the development of the company's 
sales, the choice of this location was an 
excellent decision. 

The total area of the plant is 7100 square 
meters, of which the production area is 
5000 square meters. The plant now employs 
more than 150 people and is constantly 
expanding its workforce. We have 
implemented a training and development 

program for our employees. The company 
pays special attention to the quality control 
of the production, has the most advanced 
and modern QC equipment at the quality 
control laboratory. 

Beside the standard ball and 
roller bearings, we also produce 
special EMQ bearings for electric 

motors and vibration-resistant 
spherical roller bearings.

“ “
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What products do you manufacture?

We produce: standard ball (DGBB, ACBB, 
TBB) and roller (spherical, tapered, 
cylindrical) bearings as well as pillow 
blocks and special series of bearings (EMQ, 
EXV and bearing  units for agriculture). 
There are over 200 units of modern high-
precision equipment installed in our plant’s 
production shops, including machining 
centers, CNC machines, flat surface and 
centerless grinders, assembly lines of the 
leading industry’s manufacturers. 

The production process at the plant 
starts with the receipt of the materials 
from suppliers of a machined blank with 
standardized allowances for its further 
heat-treatment, grinding and assembly 
operations. Heat-treatment provides 
parameters of the metal structure and 
hardness of the blank. In the course of 
grinding treatment, work surfaces are 
formed at starting operations. So the edges of 
internal and external rings and an external 
cylindrical surface of the external rings are 
firstly processed. During the subsequent 

operations, work surfaces are formed and 
passed to grinding and superfinishing 
treatment, where the bearing raceways, 
borders and fitment bores are processed. 
Precision of the equipment at all production 
stages allows us to manufacture rings into 
assembled bearings with the accuracy grade 
of 6 and above. Methods of the statistical 
regulation of technological processes are 
implemented at all operations (SPC). 

Can you tell us about some of your target 
markets and applications? 

To date, our company has taken a strong 
position in the supply of deep groove 
ball and tapered roller bearings to OEM 
customers from Europe, North Africa 
and Latin America. BBC-R pillow blocks 
are also very popular in Latin America, 
customers appreciated the ratio of the cost 
of bearings and their quality. We also 
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produce special series of EMQ bearings 
for electric motors and vibration-resistant 
spherical roller bearings (EXV series). These 
series are our special projects, as well as 
the agro nomenclature of bearing units for 
agricultural machinery. 

Our main consumers are companies that are 
not ready to overpay money only for a well-
known brand. Customers who do not want to 
use Chinese bearings due to complex logistics 
issues and who want to use a good quality 
European product at reasonable prices.

How does the Baltic Bearing Company 
differ from other competitors on the 
market? 

We have our own production, which 
allows us to provide a balance between 
competitive prices and a stable level of 
quality; big warehouse; a flexible price 

policy and excellent service. We try to do 
our best to change for the better every day, 
in order to comply with high demands of 
our current and new customers. Currently 
there are many so called "European 
manufacturers" who actually do not have 
any production facilities. We are always 
very open and transparent to show our 
production and premises to our customers. 
Our doors are always open for any 
inspections and audits since we are very 
proud of the production and confident in 
the quality of our bearings. 

What are the current challenges and 
opportunities for the bearing industry 
and how do you see the future of the 
market? 

The main problem of the industry is that 
there are many cheap bearings made in China 
on the market, which do not provide stable 

quality, but break the price policy. This leads 
to the fact that the miser pays twice. 
About the future, the bearing industry 
is constantly evolving. Our production 
works every day to improve technological 
processes in order to comply with current 
market trends. We are building our strategy 
on the understanding that two main things 
will be the most important in our industry: 
consistent product quality and flexibility in 
dealing with customer requests, allowing 
us to quickly respond to their individual 
wishes. We will continue to work on 
expanding the range of manufactured 
bearings and bearing units, improving the 
design of current products and providing 
stability the service quality. 

More information about Baltic Bearing 
Company can be found at www.bbcr.eu 
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info@consulting-trading.com

www.consulting-trading.com

Your Source for 
Bearing Brass Cages

• High geometrical precision in execution

• Brass, aluminum and steel cages from milling

• OD sizes from few mm up to more than 1 meter

• Customization of design and quantities

• High level of surface finishing

• High geometrical precision in execution

• Brass, aluminum and steel cages from milling

• OD sizes from few mm up to more than 1 meter

• Customization of design and quantities

• High level of surface finishing
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Acoustic Lubrication is just one of the 8 application pillars adopted by 
world-class ultrasound programs. And what an important one it is. Poor 
lubrication practices account for as much as 40% of all premature bearing 
failures. When ultrasound is utilized to assess lubrication needs and 
schedule grease replenishment intervals, that number drops below 10%. 
What would 30% fewer bearing related failures mean for your organization? 
Keeping up with the changes in on-condition bearing lubrication techniques 
is challenging. Technology advancements from SDT’s LUBExpert allows 
us to transform complex processes into a simple procedure.

Is your lubrication program 
world-class?

How to Get Started

Success is dependent on organization and 
commitment. Without these two structural 
elements, your ultrasound lubrication 

program will find difficulty getting traction. 
A well-organized strategy and carefully 
planned execution will get the project 
started properly. Getting the commitment 
from all levels becomes much easier when 

a program can demonstrate structure and 
cohesion. Results will prove the program 
faster which will trigger easier access to 
funding to grow and sustain the program.

— Clearly defining and communicating 

the objectives of your lubrication program 

is the best way to create a precision lu-

brication culture that benefits your entire 

organization.
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Start by asking “Why start an ultrasound 
lubrication program and what improvements 
do we expect?” There is no one easy answer 
to the question. Saving money is an obvious 
benefit that gets the attention of management, 
but it is not specific enough. How will an 
ultrasound lubrication program save money?

• By reducing grease consumption;
• By raising awareness of the right  

types of grease to use;
• By making more effective use of  

lube tech’s time;
• By reducing unwanted machine  

breakdowns caused by lubrication  
failures;

• By extending bearing life expectancy.

A new beginning is the best opportunity to 
review what you have been doing previously. 
Identify what worked and improve or remove  
what did not. We will not go deeply into all  
aspects related to good lubrication practices.  
However, there are some basic and relevant  
points that should be noted.

Lubricant management program: 

Keeping your bearings healthy requires 
a lubricant with the right quality for 
the application. By quality we refer 
not only to the quality of the grease 
manufacturer, but quality in a broader 
sense which involves all the processes 
from manufacturing to application. 
Some general recommendations are:

• Keeping high standards of housekeeping 
for storage, handling, and application 
to prevent contamination that 
degrades the quality of lubricants.

• Keeping a detailed list of products to 
use for each lubrication point. Selecting 
the right lubricant requires technical 
knowledge in several aspects. Using 
the wrong product will jeopardize the 
useful life of the component. Don’t 
change lubricants without solid reasons. 
Consider contracting a lubrication 
consultant to direct advice on this.

• Providing training in every aspect 
relevant to lubrication practices 
and product knowledge to those 
responsible for lubrication.

• Setting objectives to reach so you have a 
clear path to follow. 

Application Guidelines: 

Delivering the lubricant to the right point 
requires some type of device; usually a grease 
gun. There’s lots of different types but they 
all have one thing in common: they deliver 
grease with high pressure, enough to overcome 
the backpressure in the grease fitting.
 
Dirty grease and mixing grease types kills 
bearings. Therefore, it is necessary to extend 
the precautions for contamination and 
storage discussed above, to the application 
of lubricant through grease guns:

• Wherever possible, insist on using a 
dedicated grease gun for each grease 
type to avoid the risk of applying 
the wrong product through cross 
contamination. Label the grease gun 
with the associated grease to be used. 
LUBExpert manages multiple grease 
guns to prevent mixing of grease types.

• Standardize your grease guns 
so they all  deliver the same 
quantity of grease per stroke.

• The same principle must be applied 
for your ultrasound device. If using 
SDT’s acoustic lubrication adaptor 
LUBESense1, assign a different one for 
each grease type. Grease remaining in 
the adaptor can mix with new grease 
causing a degrading chemical reaction.

• Always clean the grease fitting and  
grease gun before and after every  
application.

• Some bearings have drain plugs for 
purging old grease. If you open the 
drain, remember to clean the drain hole; 

it may be clogged. Use a clean brush like 
a bottle washing brush to clear the port.

• Apply grease slowly, one full stroke 
at a time (no more than 20% of the 
maximum designated quantity per 
injection) to avoid over greasing. This 
also avoids potential damage to the 
bearing as too much pressure can push 
the bearing cage into the roller elements.

• Always allow for churning time – the 
time required for freshly injected grease 
to work its way into the bearing.

Type of bearing inside: 

Don’t assume that a grease fitting installed 
on a bearing housing means a path to grease 
the bearing. Sometimes, motors are fitted 
with both grease fittings AND sealed for life 
bearings. You must identify every grease 
point to be managed within the ultrasound 
program. Identify the bearing inside to know 
its size for lubrication quantity, its particulars 
for defect diagnosis, and the type of grease 
typically used. Here are some helpful tips 
regarding the use of acoustic lubrication:

• Friction produces ultrasound. 
Bearing friction is produced by 
the contact between race, rolling 
elements and seals or shields.

• Less contacts means less friction. A ball 
bearing produces less friction than a 
same size roller bearing under the same 
lubrication conditions, speed and load.

• Plain bearings produce the lowest 
friction levels. Their ultrasound baseline 
often trends in the single digits or low 
teens. Typically, they remain consistent 
for their lifespan and only display 
sudden upward trend lines when 
the oil film becomes contaminated 
or the bearing is near failure.

Benefits of Ultrasound

Ultrasound performs well at sensing and 
measuring changing in friction levels. It’s the 
perfect technology to guide lube technicians 
during the lubrication-replenishment task. 
Ultrasound assisted lubrication of plant 
assets offers significant benefits that calendar 
based lubrication cannot. The days of relying 
on calendars and calculators are over. 

Find out more by visiting our website at 
https://sdtultrasound.com/industry/
bearing-lubrication-monitoring/
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What is the story and history of 
Howcroft Group / Chain Supply UK? 
…and your role in this story?

Chain Supply UK are a supplier of roller 
and conveyor chain, along with auxiliary 
associated products into all industry 
segments. Established in 2005, the 
company is part of The Howcroft Group 
Ltd, and they work closely with some of 
the world’s largest chain manufacturers. 

They supply not only their own brand 
of Roller Chain, CSUK, but also offer a 
full range of solution chains for every 

industry. Chain Supply UK have extensive 
experience in the Industrial Chain industry 
and provide solutions to problems through 
their high level of technical expertise. We 
are proud members of the EPTDA. 

Mark Griffiths has 35 years experience in 
the chain industry and joined CSUK as MD 
in 2021, developing and implementing our 
own high performance roller chain brand. 
In addition, our innovative approach 
sees us developing sensors to prevent 
costly downtime and facilitate effective 
predictive maintenance. 

Chain Supply UK 
has its own brand of 
High-Performance 

Roller Chain, 
manufactured to the 

highest standards 
using the latest 

technologies

“

“
The Story of the Rotherham based
Industrial Solution Provider 
We had the pleasure of speaking 
with Mark Griffiths, the Managing 
Director at Chain Supply UK, 
a specialist in all types of 
Transmission, Lifting and Conveying 
Chains and Sprockets. Chains are 
produced in over 14,000 variations 
within 20+ DIN standards and in 350 
different chain factories worldwide. 
Chain Supply UK (CSUK), which is 
part of the Howcroft Group, has the 
knowledge and design capabilities 
to source or produce many different 
types, materials and sizes. 

Howcroft Industrial Supplies (HIS), 
which Chain Supply UK is part of, 
is an independent supplier of 
Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO) consumables and is active in 
a variety of industries and is authorized distributor for renowned 
worldwide manufacturers. We tried to reveal during this interview  
the story of the Rotherham based industrial solution provider.
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We noticed that Howcroft Group / Chain 
Supply UK has a wide range of solutions 
and products. Can you share the main 
product range for the bearings and the 
power transmissions? 

Howcroft Group offer bearings from the 
likes of NTN-SNR, ISB, Cooper Roller 
Bearings. Our Power Transmission offerings 
include HIS Shaft Mounted Gearbox Units, 
Gates Belt Drive Systems, Megadyne, 
BRECO and all Couplings and Drive 
Solutions in addition to CSUK Chain. 

CSUK stock a wide range of solution chains 
including Carbon Steel Chains, Maintenance 
Free Chains, Stainless Steel Chains and 
Straight Side-plate Chains in both British 
Standard and ANSI Specifications. 
 
Which are the other products you offer?

Our core product range includes 
Automation, Bearings, Belt & Chain Drives,  
Electrical, Janitorial, Signs, 
Tools, Workwear and PPE.
 

Is Howcroft also dealing with predictive 
maintenance and asset management 
solutions? 

CSUK offer Process Control Monitors that will 
analyse the data from a specific application 
and alert users to any anomalies within the 
system, preventing costly downtime. 

Which are the main activities of  
Chain Supply? 

Chain Supply UK has its own brand of High-
Performance Roller Chain, manufactured 
to the highest standards using the latest 
technologies. We stock a full range of  
chains, including solution chains, offering 
Maintenance Free, Stainless Steel, and  
Straight Side-plate for conveying
applications. CSUK can also source 
standard and specialist industrial chain 
from various chain manufacturers around 
the world. Our innovative approach also 
includes innovative sprocket design to 
extend the life of the chain and sensors to 
assist with predictive maintenance. 

Can you tell us more about your target 
market? 
 
Our target markets are Food and Beverage, 
Agricultural, Mining, Construction and  
Warehousing along with all General 
Industrial Applications.

How do you see the future of the industry 
further developing in the coming years, 
and which are the main challenges and 
opportunities? 

We believe the technology of Power 
Transmission is changing thanks to 
technological advancements. The integration 
of smart sensors, such as the CSUK Power 
and Process Monitor, allow us to collect 

and analyze huge amounts of data. This 
allows us to become smarter and bring 
greater improvements such as predictive 
maintenance, increased reliability and 
profitability, whilst becoming more 
environmentally sustainable. 
 
As a result of this technology, end users will 
be able to collect the data from each section 
within the facility, identify any problems 
and, if necessary, make any adjustments in 
order to optimize and increase productivity. 
Our extensive stocks at our recently extended 
and refurbished Headquarters in Manvers, 
Rotherham and 24 hour call out service 
means we are able to respond quickly to the 
needs of our customers. By adopting our three 
core principles, Quality, Value and Service, 
we have enjoyed continuous growth and are 
readily placed to take on any challenges.

More information about Chain Supply UK 
can be found at  www.chainsupply.co.uk 
and more insights and solutions about the
Howcroft Group at www.howcroft.group.

Our target markets are Food and 
Beverage, Agricultural, Mining, 

Construction and Warehousing along 
with all General Industrial Applications.

“ “
— Mark Griffiths, Managing Director at Chain Supply UK
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Patented Bi-modulus Technology
Providing Substantial Belt Life, 
Load, and Cost Improvement

O-Rings:

Introduction

Friction driven belts are widely used 
in various industrial and commercial 
applications, from HVAC systems to power 
transmission and roller conveyors. The 
selection of the appropriate belt for a specific 
application is crucial for ensuring optimal 
performance and longevity of the system. 

The belt of choice for roller conveyor 
systems is often an O-Ring, a round 
belt section that is injection-molded or 
extruded and welded together without any 
reinforcement. The O-Ring is comprised of 
unreinforced polyurethane, and it can be 
installed by stretching it on two centers, 
without a tensioning system. The belt 
tension drives the rollers and transfers 
power from one roller to the next.
Using an unreinforced belt has two 

downsides. First, over time, the belt will 
“creep,” meaning it will permanently deform 
and lose tension, resulting in failure. Second, 
it lacks power transmission capability—
because a belt transmits power by cyclically 
loading tension, when high tension is applied 
to an unreinforced belt, it tends to stretch out 
and will not transmit sufficient torque. 

One solution to the downsides of an 
unreinforced belt is to reinforce belts with 
materials like Kevlar, Fiberglass, polyester, 
or polyamide. Unfortunately, a reinforced 
belt requires a tensioning system, such as 
an idler pulley, which adds cost and space 
to the system. 

Background 

Material handling equipment leverages 
chain-, direct-, and belt-driven systems for 

power transmission and motion control. 
Belt systems vary substantially from flat 
belt to modular plastic to roller conveyors. 
Material handling equipment has advanced 
while belt systems used in roller conveyors 
have primarily remained focused on two 
main friction drive designs—belt driven 
rollers and roller-to-roller systems. 

Within roller-to-roller systems, where the belt 
is fixed between two rollers, O-Rings offer 
low load and low speed, with poly-v belts 
providing a high-load and high-speed option. 
Roller conveyor systems are increasingly 
advanced with faster speeds, zone-specific 
control, and higher output requirements. 

The Challenge
 
O-Rings are elastic belts that are extruded 
or injection-molded and typically 
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unreinforced. As a result, they have limited 
longevity, particularly as loads and line 
speeds increase. Belts will creep to a point 
where they slip and can no longer drive 
the subsequent roller. As loads increase or 
higher tension is applied, the belts show an 
increasing tendency to stretch.  

While the elastic nature of the belt allows 
for installation without added tensioning, 
it limits transfer efficiency of the belt to 
90% (by comparison, a poly-v system 
has a 98% transfer efficiency). As a 
result, O-Rings can support fewer rollers, 
requiring the conveyor to have more 
motors. Exact motor-to-roller ratios will 
vary based on system loads and speeds. 
Poly-V belts have an increased load 
and life capability due to the use of the 
standard, elastic polyamide reinforcement. 
Belts will fail primarily due to flex fatigue 
within the reinforcement. As this occurs, 
the belt will stretch and lose tension, 
resulting in belt slippage.  

Fenner Precision Polymers specializes in 
using polymers to provide value-adding 
solutions for power transmission and motion 
control. Following acquisition by Michelin 
in 2018, Fenner began collaborating with 
Michelin’s High Tech Materials Division R&D 
group to leverage its expansive knowledge of 
reinforcement in tires and beyond. 
 An ideal alternative is a reinforced O-Ring. 
While O-Rings can be reinforced, elastic 
reinforcements require a take up that would 

add cost and require more space within the 
system. If inelastic reinforcement is used, 
installation is unforgiving. This led the team 
to a proprietary bi-modulus reinforcement. 

This reinforcement behaves like two 
separate reinforcements due to its dual-
modulus construction. The lower, “stretchy” 
modulus provides elastic properties. 
The second, higher modulus leverages 
a more rigid nature once the material 
is stretched past the inflection point, at 
3% elongation. The stress strain curve 
shown in Figure 1, illustrates this effect. 

For a belting application, the lower modulus 
allows the belt to be installed easily, yet 
still apply a constant tension that “takes 
up” slack in the system. This functionality 
eliminates the need for an idler in the 
system, reducing overall cost. 
 
The higher modulus in a belting application 
reduces the creep or stretch over time, giving 
the belts longer life than an unreinforced 
or strictly low-modulus reinforcement. The 
second modulus also increases the power 
that the belt can transmit.  
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For these benefits to work in a belting 
application, the belt should be installed 
within 1% of the inflection point. For 
example, if the inflection point is at 3% 
elongation, the belt should be installed at 
2% elongation. This allows both moduli to 
work in tandem, and to get the benefit of 
both a low-and high-modulus reinforcement. 

Results: 

Fenner’s product development team 
modeled ideal ratios of belt length based 
on elongation to optimize the power 
transmission capability without sacrificing 
useful life or ease of install. The results 
establish the optimal belt length, given 
pulley diameters and center distance.  

Tensile Decay Test 

A 24-hour dynamometer test measures end 
load tension for a belt system, providing a 
visual indication of belt creep. Both standard 
O-Rings and the bi-modulus reinforced 
O-Rings were installed at the same tension 
and after 24 hours, the bi-modulus reinforced 
belt had less creep, as shown in Figure 2.  

After 24 hours, the standard O-Ring belt 
decayed 42% more than the bi-modulus 
reinforced belt, exemplifying the mode of 
failure. After the test started, the bi-modulus 
belt had minimal creep, indicating that 
the belt will ultimately only fail due to flex 
fatigue, and not due to creep.  

Roller to Roller Transfer 

Roller conveyors are commonly used in 
industrial and commercial settings to 
efficiently transport goods. One of the key 
advantages of using roller conveyors is their 
ability to increase torque transmission and 
reduce creep, which can improve overall 
conveyor efficiency. To better understand 
the performance of roller conveyors, Fenner 
conducted a series of tests on loaded roller-to-
roller conveyors using O-Rings and XLD belts. 
The tests measured the RPM of the rollers 
from the driven roller to the subsequent 
rollers, loaded with 40 pounds of weight. 
 
The results of the tests showed that while 
the O-Ring belt had an efficiency of around 
90%, the XLD belt had an efficiency of 
close to 99% from roller to roller, clearly 
demonstrating that the XLD belt can 

transfer more weight and can transmit 
power over more rollers per motor. 
 
Torque Ramp Test 

The torque ramp test is a widely used 
method to evaluate the power transmission 
capabilities of a belt. During the test, 
standard and bi-modulus O-Rings are placed 
on a dynamometer and gradually increasing 

amounts of horsepower are applied. The 
standard belt is tensioned at 10% while the 
bi-modulus belt’s tension is determined by 
the ideal belt length, optimized through a 
series of tests to ensure the best results in 
longevity and torque transmission.  

As the horsepower increases, the belts 
naturally begin to slip at its maximum 
power transmission capacity, or 5%. The 
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data presented in Figure 3 compare the 
power transmission capabilities of the 
different belt types, showing the variance 
in power transmission. This information 
can be used to improve the design and 
efficiency of belt-driven systems in various 
industrial and commercial applications. 
 
The test indicates the XLD bi-modulus 
reinforced belt has six times more 
power transmission capability than a 
standard O-Ring. 

Conclusion 
 
The bi-modulus reinforcement technology 
developed by the Fenner-Michelin team 
shows notable improvement in three key belt 
performance characteristics – belt creep, 
power transmission, and transfer efficiency.  

To commercialize this capability, Fenner has 
added the reinforcement to the new Eagle XLD 
O-Ring, resulting in favorable improvements 
in belt life and power transmission. The 
reinforcement will provide: 
 
• Six times the load carrying 

capability of a standard O-Ring 
• Four times the life of a standard O-Ring 
• Three times longer zones (from 5 rollers 

per motors in each direction, to 15)  

End users can achieve substantially longer 
belt life, resulting in reduced expense 
in replacement belts, preventative and 
unplanned maintenance, and energy 
costs because of the improved transfer 
efficiency.  

For more information on bi-modulus 
reinforced belting, please reach out 
to our applications or sales team. 
email: AE@fennerppd.com
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The Story of 
Atlantic  
Bearing Services
A Vision That Turned into Reality

What is the story of Atlantic 
Bearing Services? 

ABS' growth has been an exciting adventure 
filled with stories and coincidences that 
are hard to sum up in a few words. Above 
all, it showcases the effort and sacrifice 
of a firm commitment to developing its 
vocation of commercializing technical 
knowledge and engineering capabilities.
 
Our business began to take shape more 
than 30 years ago, in my native Cuba, after 
I had recently graduated in mechanical 
engineering, when two ideas resounded 
strongly in my head. The first was to 
look for a natural space to develop my 
entrepreneurial vocation in this admired 

country that has welcomed me and in 
which I am fully integrated. The second 
was to turn that dream into reality.

Shortly after that, in 1999, already in 
Miami, and together with businessmen 
Alvaro Ortega and Juan Manuel Ortega 
from Royse (Rodamientos y Servicios) and 
Luigi Valagussa from ZVL Italy, we founded 
the company Atlantic Bearing Services, 
which is the center point of the group of 
companies that make today, almost 25 years 
later, the international corporation of ABS. 

We detected a gap in the supply of spare 
parts for heavy industry. We first identified 
the opportunities offered by the logistical 
coverage of the collection of bearings 

and other mechanical components. We 
set out to address the growing demand 
of the Latin American industry and some 
territories of the United States, accessing 
extensive inventories of bearings globally. 

Not long has passed, but those were 
different times with different technology 
and systems. There was hardly any access 
to the Internet, and acquiring spare parts, 
original or not, for obsolete bearings was 
a challenging and costly endeavor.

We were also aware that many of the local 
companies in the United States needed 
engineering departments. When needed, 
they depended on the engineering service 
of the manufacturers themselves. This 

Atlantic Bearing Services started 
its journey almost 25 years ago  
and became just during the 
first 3 years one of the 100 
fastest-growing start-ups in 
the USA. With local presence 
in 15 countries spread over 4 
continents, the company just had 
the best year in economic and 
growth terms in its history. 

The Bearing News team had the 
chance to discuss the journey 
and story behind ABS during an 
exclusive interview with its Founder 
and CEO, Alejandro Pardinas.

Alejandro Pardinas, 
CEO at ABS and ABS Wind  

Member of the ABMA Board of Directors
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meant a new window of opportunity: 
integrating an engineering department 
into ABS to help complement supply 
management, offering our customers expert 
and independent technical assistance.

Subsequently, coming about naturally, 
we assumed the need to increase our 
competitiveness by fully controlling 
the supply chain. From our engineering 
department, we began to custom design 
bearings and other mechanical components 
for the power transmission, identified 
reliable external suppliers for the 
manufacture of the different components, 
and located in our Miami facilities the 
assembly process of the parts and the 
quality control laboratory. This way, the 
finished products were fully prepared and 
certified by ABS and ready for shipment.

Soon after, we had the opportunity to 
consolidate our first major collaboration 
agreement with SKF, a leading company 
in the sector, to complement its product 
offering in the Latin American market; this 
allowed us to accumulate, in record time, 
a technological and business knowledge 
base for which other companies would 
have needed more than a decade.

In just three years, ABS became one of 
the 100 fastest-growing start-ups in the 
US market. Since then, we have been 
progressively increasing our scope of 
activity, both territorially and sectorally, 
to become what we are today: a global 
benchmark for the supply of customized 
power transmission products and a solution 
for the heavy and wind energy sectors.

We have overcome many uncertainties in 
recent years, making ABS a reference brand 
in more than 15 countries on four continents. 
In economic and growth terms, 2022 was 
the best year in the company's history, 
and 2023 presents even better prospects. 

Which are the main products, brands, 
and services of ABS? 

At ABS, we are specialists in designing, 
manufacturing, repairing, maintaining, and 
supplying customized engineering products 
and solutions for power transmission 
in heavy industry. This includes 

bearings, gearboxes, gears, couplings, 
engineered chains, and cardan shafts.

We currently have three custom 
manufacturing brands that result from 
close collaboration with each of our 
clients: ACB (Atlantic Custom Bearings), 
AEC (Atlantic Engineering Chains), both 
established in Miami, and MGS Gears, 
whose main offices are in Milan, Italy. 
All its products are highly engineered 
mechanical components that undergo the 
most stringent quality control to operate at 
full performance and with high guarantees 
for various industrial applications.

More than 17 years ago, outside the US, 
we opened our first wind sector-oriented 

We currently have a local presence in 
15 countries spread over 4 continents, 
but our greatest commercial strength 

is in the USA and Latin America.

“ “
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workshop in Cartago (Costa Rica), 
integrating ourselves into developing a local 
and pioneering effort for the Costa Rican 
wind industry. This new line of business 
quickly expanded to other territories, 
giving rise to the global ABS Wind brand.
 
Through ABS Wind, we are supplying major 
components and spare parts, as well as 
repair and maintenance solutions for the 
main wind turbine models installed in the 
market.We currently have a local presence 
on four continents and workshops equipped 
with test benches for wind gearboxes in 
Macaiba-RN (Brazil), Puebla (Mexico), 
and Texas (USA). The first of these, with a 
capacity to carry out tests of up to 2.6 MW, 
has the highest capacity in Latin America 
dedicated exclusively to the wind industry.

Concerning our Texas workshop came 
about because of the acquisition of a 
wind turbine workshop from Moventas 
(recently acquired by Flender/Winergy), 
where we still retained all key personnel.

How big is the ABS team and which 

markets are you serving mainly?
 
At ABS, we understand that our team's 
training, availability, and proximity are 
the company’s most important parts. All 
our sales representatives are engineers 
with a wealth of experience and technical 
qualifications in their industrial sectors.

Being part of a global company gives us 
access to all the experience and expertise 
of our network of specialized workshops 
and engineers and to a worldwide 
supply management system that ensures 
demand is always met. As mentioned, 
we currently have a local presence in 
15 countries spread over 4 continents, 
but our greatest commercial strength 
is in the USA and Latin America.

This scope, together integrated with 
advanced, up-to-date simulation 
technologies, allows us to address the 
particularities of each project from 
different approaches to offer precise, 
proven, and reliable technical solutions.
In addition, for the analysis of complex 

projects, we rely on the input and analysis 
of our R&D department, which has 
contributed to the success of more than 
700 engineering projects, proving to be 
one of the company's most important 
and celebrated intellectual assets.

Can you share some industries 
and applications where ABS’s 
products and services are used? 
 
You will find the ABS logo or any brands 
printed on any industrial work system 
where lifting, repositioning, turning, or 
moving is required. We regularly work with 
many companies in the following industries: 
Steel, Sugar, Cement and Aggregates, 
Paper, Oil & Gas, Mining, and Renewable 
Energies (wind, solar, geothermal, etc.)
 
In any case, I must emphasize the high 
capacity of our engineering again, the 
years of experience accumulated in a wide 
range of industries, and the full control 
of the supply chain; all factors that allow 
us to analyze any power transmission 
need, no matter how complex, and 
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provide a customized solution for any 
industry and anywhere in the world.

We have noticed the many case 
studies where ABS is dealing in with 
design, repair, and maintenance 
projects. Can you share more 
information about these operations?
 
That's right. We periodically share case 
studies, technical articles, and projects 
of interest for clients from different 
industries through our website and social 
networks. Throughout our history, we 
have been accumulating documentation 
of all the projects we have carried out, and 
we believe that is in a more informative 
format can help our clients and potential 
clients better understand the experience 
and capabilities of our company.

As you can imagine, this is a challenging 
task. We have material from more than 
two thousand technical projects that need 
to be ordered and elaborated, but little by 
little we are managing to share this type of 
content on our website and social networks.
 
We saw that in 2022 you joined 
the ABMA (American Bearing 
Manufacturers Association) board 
of directors. What does it mean for a 
company like ABS to be integrated into 
the main industry associations? 

I am extremely grateful for this election 
which I humbly accept as an extension 
of my more than 30 years of dedication 
to the design and custom manufacturing 
of bearings, gears, and other industrial 
components. What ABMA and AGMA have 
provided and continue to provide to the 
bearing and gear sector is invaluable. This 
is a unique opportunity to work on the front 
line alongside other outstanding colleagues 
to develop and disseminate the industry, 
and a further step in recognition of our 
ABS company and our ACB bearing brand.

Our concern to understand and meet our 
clients’ demands in the most efficient way 
and our commitment to the improvement 
and recognition of the industry have 
prompted us to join and actively interact 
with the most relevant associations 
and research networks in the sectors 
and territories in which we operate.

How do you see the future of the industry 
further developing in the coming years?
 
The bearing industry will continue evolving 
and developing in the coming years. 
Some potential growth and advancement 
areas include using alternative, smart 
materials that can improve and modify 
their properties depending on their 
application; new manufacturing techniques 
that reduce overall process time and 
further improve accuracy; or developing 
improved sensors and applications for 
remote monitoring and diagnostics.
In addition, increasing demand 
for renewables and international 

environmental awareness and agreements 
may drive the development of bearings 
with a lower carbon footprint. In this 
regard, the reuse and reconditioning of 
old components will likely increase.
New sectors are also arriving, such as 
industrial robotics, which will imply growth 
in demand and new designs. Of course, 
we will follow how artificial intelligence is 
incorporated into the different industrial 
production processes. 

More information about Atlantic Bearing 
Services can be found at  
www.atlantic-bearing.com 
and www.abswind.com
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NHB Ball & Roller Pvt Ltd is a leading manufacturer and supplier of high-
quality steel and aluminum balls for bearings, automotive and cosmetic 
industries. With two factories based in India, NHB has built a reputation 
for delivering superior quality products and excellent customer service. 

To learn more about NHB products and lean manufacturing systems, 
we have recently met Giuseppe Panaccione, NHB Vice President and 
Business Development manager, in NHB Italian offices located in Pinerolo 
(North-West of Italy) from where a professional customer service team 
support all European clients.

Meet The Premium Supplier  

BallsHigh-Quality Steelof

& Aluminium 
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Dear Mr Panaccione, can you please 
explain why bearings manufacturers 
should consider buying balls from NHB 
for their precision ball bearings? 

One of the primary reasons why clients 
should consider buying products from 
NHB Ball & Roller is the company's 
commitment to quality. All products 
are manufactured using the latest 
technology and equipment and lean 
thinking principles to ensure that they 
meet or exceed industry standards. 
“Leadership through Quality” has been 
our company mantra for the last 10 
years and sums up well the secret of 
the corporate transformation that NHB 
has undergone over the past 10 years.
 
Any other reason? 

NHB team is also committed to offer 
a superior customer service. The 

company has a team of knowledgeable 
and experienced professionals who are 
dedicated to providing clients with the 
best possible service, to build long-term 
relationships with clients and to work 
closely with them to understand their 
unique needs and requirements. In other 
words, we daily work to be recognized 
as value providers, studying and 
implementing even innovative technical 
and logistic solutions to generate 
competitive advantage. 

You mentioned the corporate 
transformation happened in the last 
years. Would you explain a little more 
about it? 

We worked hard in the last years to 
transform the company culture and to 
create a new identity coherent with the 
long-term strategy that we had in mind. 
It was a radical change that touched all 

the aspects of the business: the people, 
the processes, the methods and the 
organization. 

We came from an history of several 
customer complaints, poor customer 
service and productivity. We used 
the tools of lean thinking to review 
all business processes, trained all the 
employees to the new methods, created 
value streams to improve flow, to reduce 
inventories and the reaction times to 
market, so dramatically increasing both 
service levels and quality. We also worked 
technically on the manufacturing process 
to fine tune it … but that was the easiest 
part. 

What do you mean?  
Which was the hardest part? 

To touch technology is easy: it has to 
do with know-how and, in case, with 

Giuseppe Panaccione, 
Vice President & Business Development manager at NHB Italy
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availability of capitals for investments. 
What is much more complicated is to 
change the people mindset, to explain 
– and to show by facts – that a different 
way of doing is not only possible, but 
more effective both in terms of company 
results and all employees satisfaction. 

By the way, allow me to underline that 
such impressive company transformation 
happened in NHB in the last few years 
would not have been possible without the 
determination, the strength and the great 
intelligence of our CEO Kalpesh Mehta, 
who got involved in first person and acted 
as catalyst of energies. 

Which is the main product of NHB? 

NHB's flagship product consists 
of balls for bearings application 
made in G5 quality.
G5 is a high precision grade of steel 
ball, which means that it has very tight 
tolerances for size and roundness. This 
level of precision ensures that the ball 
bearings operate smoothly and efficiently, 
reducing friction and wear on the bearing 
components. Very few companies in the 
world are able to consistently produce 
such level of quality. NHB can do it at 
very competitive conditions incomparable 
with those of other market players
. 
Which are the advantages for a ball 
bearings manufacturer in using G5 
steel balls instead of G10 or other lower 
grades balls? 

Using G5 steel balls can improve the 

load capacity of a bearing. NHB G5 
steel balls are made from high-quality 
steel that is heat-treated to increase its 
strength and toughness. This means 
that bearings with G5 steel balls can 
handle heavier loads than bearings 
made with lower-grade steel balls.
Furthermore G5 steel balls have excellent 
surface finish and low surface roughness, 
which can further reduce friction and 
increase the lifespan of the bearing. This 
can result in longer service intervals, 
reduced maintenance costs, and 
increased reliability of the overall system. 

In summary, using NHB high-quality 
steel balls in grade G5 can provide a 
competitive advantage to ball bearings 
manufacturers by improving the 
precision, load capacity, and longevity 
of their products. This can result in 
increased customer satisfaction, repeat 
business, and a strong reputation for 
quality and reliability. 

What are the NHB plans for the future? 
At least for the part that you can 
disclose to our readers. 

Indeed in these last few months the whole 
management team has been working 
on the definition of the new company 
strategy for the next 5 years. What I can 
disclose is our intention to further focus 
the whole organization on the processes 
and products quality through the 
implementation of the new NHB Business 
System (NBS). It is a management 
system 100% founded on the Lean 
Thinking principles. We are committed 

to implement it without any single (even 
small) deviation. 

Does NHB aim to company growth? 

Yes, of course. We do think the growth 
will be the indirect obvious result of our 
proper and deep implementation of the 
new NBS. 

Are you interested also in acquisitions 
of other business? And, in case yes, in 
India or somewhere else? 
 
We do understand that, to be a global 
player in the market, NHB needs to 
have a global manufacturing footprint. 
We are looking all around and we are 
open to intercept any good acquisition 
opportunity that marries our strategy 
and leverages our strengths. Not 
necessarily only in the balls business …

Does it mean that you are interested to 
consider also other type of business for 
your M&A activities? 

We are interested in manufacturing high 
precision products, those ones whose 
tolerances are expressed in fractions of 
microns. We look for non-repetitive  
high series manufacturing where we can  
put in place our strong competences 
of flow management, lean 
methods and quality focus.

More information about NHB balls can be 
available on the company website  
www.nhbball.com or writing 
to info@nhbball.in
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Why are Lightweight slewing rings, 
(bearings) rapidly becoming the first choice 
for design engineers in demanding motion 
control applications, for example in the 
aerospace and defense industries?  Quite 
simply, where absolute accuracy, optimum 
mechanical performance and good corrosion 
resistance is essential, lightweight slewing 
rings are proven in the most challenging 
applications. Karl Brundell, MD of bearing 
specialists Carter Manufacturing, examines 
the reasons why in more detail. 

Sometimes the numbers tell the story. For 
example, we have recently seen one of our 
lightweight, heavy duty aluminum slewing 
bearings specified for a turret mounting in 
a defense application. The turret diameter 
measures over 2 meters yet has a run-
out measured in microns. Put simply, a 
slewing ring or bearing allows design teams 
to replace paired bearings with a single 
item, which reduces parts count, weight, 
complexity and cost. Typical applications 
which Carter have been involved with 

include; propulsion systems and radar 
gimbal bearings for Spacecraft, CT scanners, 
cardio vascular machines for Medical 
applications, helicopter seat mounts, 
weapon systems for Aerospace and other 
precision military systems including robots, 
gun turrets, and surveillance systems. 

Innovative Design = Exceptional Accuracy 

Whilst there are many slewing rings 
available for less demanding motion control 
applications, the choices for high technology 
applications are limited. Examples of these 
include AFV's (armored fighting vehicles), 
satellites, ultra-high vacuum environments 
or military specification tracking systems 
requiring significantly higher levels of 
accuracy, weight saving and corrosion 
resistance. With the   aluminium slewing 
ring mentioned previously, exceptional 
accuracy has been achieved by employing 
a revolutionary split thin section bearing 
design. It has a split inner and outer 
ring allowing the bearing preload to be 

determined by the shaft and housing fits, so 
clearance or preload settings can be set in the 
design stage of the application. This means 
a substantial reduction in costs by avoiding 
the need to request special preloads to be set 
into the bearing on factory assembly, while 
stainless steel components in parts of the 
design, optimizes corrosion resistance. 

Critical Design &
Manufacturing Advantages

Slewing rings offer
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A slewing bearing is designed so that the 
rolling elements create a reactive movement 
within the bearing when under load, this 
opposes the existent overrunning (or 
overturning) loads which are present in the 
motion control application. 

This is critical to designers of military land, 
sea and aerial equipment where smaller size 
makes vessels, vehicles and UAV's more 
difficult to see or track in operational use. 
Another advantage of using lightweight 
slew bearings is in applications where it’s 
necessary to have an associated drive system 
or gear ring in place. For these projects, slew 
rings can be specified with the necessary 
machining (for example, incorporating a 
gear ring) already in place. 

This added engineering is possible on 
the majority of slew bearings in most 
sizes and load ratings helping to achieve 
important savings in initial cost and 
also removes unnecessary complexity. 
The slewing bearings supplied by Carter 
to defense and aerospace contractors 
feature gear ring, or teeth, which can 
be incorporated on either the inner or 
outer race (or even both) as required by 
the selected drive or pick-up system.

Design strength, precision and durability

The most commonly specified slewing 
bearings are plain, flanged, or geared which 
are mounted onto the required faces using 
holes in both the inner and outer ring for 
absolute design strength, precision and 
durability. These are important design 
features, especially for high-accuracy 
applications such as radars, target trackers 
or AFV turrets. Alternative mounting 
methods can also be utilized, depending 
on the lateral or longitudinal design load 
parameters that have been set. 

The range of slew bearings available for use 
in high-tech applications in the defense, 
aerospace, cryogenic or nuclear industries 
provides different internal and external 
styles. Once the forces are predicted for each 
application, engineers can choose from a 
range of options. For example; a single or 
double ball design, a roller design (or double 
roller as required for single direction use), 
cross rollers, (suitable for dual-direction 
uses), triple rollers, or ball/roller/needle 
combinations with either split design or 

wire-race inserts. This enables Carter to 
tailor a slew bearing response to a specific 
application, whether it’s designed to carry 
a 200gm scanner rotating at 200deg/sec, or 
a 12 tonne telescope that takes 20 hours to 
complete full rotation. 

Material choice and the importance of 
Sealing and Lubrication 

The materials choices available for ultra-high 
vacuum applications include aluminium 
which is ideal for weight-critical applications 
requiring the combination of being ultra-
compact, yet require significant strength. 
Whilst design engineers might be focused on 
delivering drawings that match the required 
specifications, it’s sometimes left to others to 
consider another important aspect of bearing 
performance that applies to slew bearings, 
just as much as any other type of bearing - 
and that is sealing and lubrication. 

Slew bearings used in aggressive 
environments, on spacecraft, ultra-high 
vacuum or extremes of temperature 
applications need special seals and 
lubrication whereas for general 
manufacturing applications there are 
many standard options to choose from. 
However, the more fascinating science 
and manufacturing projects has resulted 
in the development of bespoke seals and 
innovative lubricants that have proved to be 
genuine game-changers. Also, the extensive 

range of defense and aerospace applications 
where lightweight slew rings are now being 
specified, has highlighted the benefits of 
Carter’s in-house and in-demand CAD/
CAM,FEA facility. 

Accuracy, longevity, lightness and 
corrosion resistance 

Accuracy, longevity, lightness and corrosion 
resistance are vital and Carters facilities 
allow designers to simulate their bearing 
needs and capture the essential data required 
helping them to choose the best materials 
and bearing design choices in advance of 
producing working prototypes. The essential 
parameters are; rotational speed, flexing 
loads, platform rigidity and stiffness, vertical 
play, mounting options, corrosion protection, 
ingress protection, and smoothness of 
rotation. To cater for such a diverse range of 
applications slew rings can be specified with 
rolling elements made from a variety of base 
materials including ceramics, chromium steel 
and stainless steels. 

For enquiries 
Call: 

UNITED KINGDOM: +44 (0) 1865 821 720 
EUROPE: +34 960 130 938 
NORTH & SOUTH AMERICA: +1 888 501 5444 
E-mail: sales@carterbearings.co.uk 

For details, visit: www.carterbearings.co.uk
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An expert in 
Combined 
Bearings

Combined bearings are assembled components consisting of radial and axial parts 
and can handle forces in radial and axial direction. The technical design of 
the combined bearings makes it suitable for various applications in elevators, material 
handling devices, forklift machinery, linear and guiding systems, metallurgical plants, 
automobile industries, packaging equipment, and many more applications.
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The Italy based TTS bearings, is specialized 
in the technical design and manufacturing of 
combined bearings, which are used in various 
industrial applications and exported worldwide. 
One of the main reasons for the success is the 
vast experience of the technical team at TTS, 
who have optimized the technical design of 
combined bearings, in terms of material usage, 
good load handling capacity, wear and shock 
resistance.The technical analysis is performed 
and validated using the latest softwares such as 
Autocad, MESYS, Autodesk Inventor 3D, and 
FEA analysis. With the technical acumen of the 
team and with the help of the software, TTS has 
designed tailor-made combined bearings for 
high temperature applications, special surface 
coating for protection against corrosion and 
wear. The  combined bearings are supplied 
with ready-to-mount configuration after the 
completion of all machining process, heat 
treatment, welding and assembly. 

The manufacturer utilizes the best European 
steel according to the ISO 683-17 standards. 
Apart from the standard steel, TTS produces 
combined bearings with stainless steel 
like SS404 material, suitable for sectors 
like food and chemical industries.
 

The design is greased for life but in some 
series, the company provides greasers for 
periodic lubrication. Based on the working 
environment, the combined bearings 
are provided with seals suitable for 
applications in the steel or mining industry 
where the environment is dusty. In case of 
higher speed requirements, the bearings 
can be supplied with a self-lubricant using 
polyamide. The combined bearings can also 
be welded to the plates. To avoid cracks 
the electrodes are selected according to 
the ISO standards. The company ensures 
that other components which are usd 
in the combined bearing, such as bolts, 
shims, and similar, are carefully chosen 
with stricter tolerance and quality. TTS can 
also supply based on the application the 
complete package of bearing, plate and the 
HOESCH profile. The profile lengths can be 
customized based on the requirements. 

TTS Bearings has the production capacity 
for the following combined bearings:

• Standard Combined Bearings
• Adjustable Combined Bearings
• Combined Bearings for "I" 

Standard Profiles

• Adjustable Combined Bearings 
for Heavy Industry

• JUMBO Combined Bearing
• Adjustable Combined Bearings 

with Eccentric Pin
• High Speed combined Bearings
• Adjustable Combined 

Bearings with screw
• Adjustable Combined Bearings 

with Plastic Axial Roller
• Adjustable Combined Bearings 

for Steel Industry
• Standard Radial Bearings
• Precision Radial Bearing 

Summary

TTS has a strong techno-commercial 
team that has vast experience in market 
analysis and feasibility studies, due to 
which the company keeps stock at our 
warehouse for a variety of  combined 
bearings. In addition, TTS supplies combined 
bearings with significantly shorter lead 
times for those not available in-store 
and those with special requirements. For 
more information, we request you to visit 
TTS’s website www.tts-europe.com
or contact info@tts-europe.com
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Welcome to Bearing & Power 
Transmission World Meetings 2023

The World Bearing & Power Transmission 
Meetings is the World’s first dedicated 
meetup at global level where 30+ countries 
from all continents will be represented by 
delegations and the main players of the 
bearing and power transmission industry. 
The event will run for three days, with 
table meetings, welcome dinner, lunches 
and many more networking opportunities 
among distributors, manufacturers, 
solution- and service providing companies.

The event is created out of need in the current 
challenging global conjuncture and is a merger 
of all the local events which were organized 
earlier under the name of Bearing Expo & B2B 
Meetings, Conferences since 2016 in Hannover, 
Mumbai, Dortmund, Istanbul and Shanghai 
with in total 1,200 participants worldwide. 
The main theme at the Bearing & Power 
Transmission World Meetings will be the 
global DISTRIBUTORSHIP, MANUFACTURING, 
OUTSOURCING, SOLUTIONS & SERVICES.

In addition to the Bearing & Power event, 
the participation can optionally be extended 
with visiting the WIN Eurasia exhibition 
(07 - 10 June), organized by Hannover 
Fairs Turkiye, which is the largest and 
most important regional industry event. 
A bus transfer for participants will be 
organized on 07 June for this purpose.

Connect in-person with the global bearing and power transmission supply 
chain by meeting distributors, manufacturers and solution providers

Who can  participate?
 ▸ Distributors
 ▸ Manufacturers
 ▸ Service & Solution providers
 ▸ OEM Companies & End-Users
 ▸ Engineering companies
 ▸ Organizations & Associations

With delegations from all continents,  
the Bearing & Power Transmission Meetings offers the 
opportunity to meet the global players at one single place.

Distributors Worldwide
Meet with key bearing and 

power transmission distributors 

and stock holding companies 

from all around the World

Manufacturing & Outsourcing
Discuss cooperation opportunities, 

develop alternative suppliers and 

discover outsourcing possibilities 

with bearing and power transmission 

manufacturers from different countries

Services & Solutions
Discover industrial services and 

solutions which can support your 

and your customers’ activities 

Meet  
The Global Players



Connect to the largest  
Bearing & Power Transmission  
network worldwide with your 
participation to the meetings,  
and via various media channels 
before, during and after the event.

TOP 5 Reasons to Attend
The Bearing & Power

 ▸ Expand sales and distributors network
 ▸ Match with potential suppliers
 ▸ Find industrial solutions and services
 ▸ Increase your company visibility  

and branding
 ▸ Meet peers from all around the World

BEARINGS

GEARS &
GEARBOXES

MOTORS

MAINTENANCE
PRODUCTS

CONVEYOR
COMPONENTS

COUPLINGS

BELTS & 
BELT DRIVES

CHAINS &
CHAIN DRIVES

CLUTCHES &
BRAKES

SEALS

LINEAR
MOTION

LUBRICATION



Pullman Istanbul Hotel & Convention 
Center is 30min. from Istanbul Airport 
and easily accessible through highway 
connections. The 16.000m2 convention 
centre enables the event guests to enjoy a 
variety of lunch, dinner, meeting, seminar 
and exhibition facilities. The 3500 m2 spa 
offers relaxation areas and treatment along 
with a fitness centre. You will also enjoy 
the delicacies of Turkish and International 
cuisine that will rejoice your tastebuds 
along with special cocktails from around 
the world that is served in our enjoyable bar 
areas. With its 750 rooms, Pullman Istanbul 

offers its guests the luxury and comfort 
that they deserve. This and many more 
awaits you at the Pullman Istanbul Hotel. 

A Trade Hub For Asia, Europe, 
Africa And Beyond

Istanbul is today with its 20 million large 
population, a critical business hub who 
does direct business with 200 different 
countries in the world. For centuries 
Istanbul has been a key trading point, 
connecting the east and west, thanks to 
its prime location between two continents. 

The market stalls of the Silk Road may have 
been replaced by gleaming skyscrapers 
and major banks, the city remains one of 
the world’s premier business destinations. 
This prime location helped the city to grow 
rapidly into a cross-continental trading 
hub, paving the way for its distinction 
as the premier international business 
destination it is today. Now, still thanks 
in part to its thriving port, Istanbul is 
responsible for over a half of the regional 
trade, making it an important meeting point 
for representatives from all industries.

Location 
Pullman Istanbul Convention Center



*This is the preliminary program. the given activity hours can be slightly updated closer to the event date.

15:30 - 19:30 Registrations & setup table / booths

Sunday 04 June 2023

19:30  - 20:00 Welcome Reception

20:00 - 23:00 Welcome Dinner

07:30 - 10:00 Breakfast (Pullman/Mercure Hotel guests)

10:00 - 10:15 Welcome Speech

10:15 - 11:00 Opening B2B Meetings & Networking

11:00 - 11:15 Coffee Break & snacks 

12:30 - 14:00 Buffet Lunch

11:15 - 12:30 B2B Meetings & Networking

14:00 - 15:30 B2B Meetings & Networking

15:30 - 15:45 Coffee Break & snacks

17:30 - 23:00 Free evening

Monday 05 June 2023

07:30 - 09:00 Breakfast (Pullman/Mercure Hotel guests)

09:15 - 11:00 B2B Meetings & Networking

11:00 - 11:15 Coffee Break & snacks

12:30 - 14:00 Buffet Lunch

11:15 - 12:30 B2B Meetings & Networking

14:00 - 15:30 B2B Meetings & Networking

15:30 - 15:45 Coffee Break & snacks

15:45 - 17:30 B2B Meetings & Networking

17:30 - 23:00 Closing of the Event

Tuesday 06 June 2023

15:45 - 17:30 B2B Meetings & Networking

10:30 - 17:30 Option to visit WIN Exhibition 2023 (Hannover Fairs Istanbul) with 
a bus transfer of 10min. from Pullman Hotel & Convention centre

17:30 - 17:40 Bus transfer from WIN Exhibition (Hannover Fairs Istanbul) to 
Pullman Hotel & Convention Centre

Wednesday 07 June 2023

10:30 - 00:00 Great chance to attend the 2023 UEFA Champions League Final at 
the Atatürk Olympic Stadium 

Saturday 10 June 2023B
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Precision bearings for medical applications:  
These factors determine 
performance and reliability
By Alexander Bloos, Sales and Application Engineer, HQW Precision GmbH

Medical devices place extremely high demands on the reliability of their 
components. With applications including surgical power tools, ventilators 
and heart pumps, precision bearings are among the critical components on 
which the safety of treated patients often directly depends, thus rendering 
the specification and selection of precisely fitting rolling bearings all the 
more important.
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The development and approval of 
medical products is often a protracted 
and costly process. Each component must 
be consciously selected to continually 
meet the demands on performance and 
reliability, even after years of use under 
difficult ambient conditions and operation 
at high loads. In addition to the special 
requirements of the application, designers 
must also consider factors such as corrosion 
resistance, lubrication and the materials 
used for the ball bearings. With precisely 
fitting precision bearings, these reduce the 
risk of expensive redesigns and renewed 
approval processes, not to mention the 
consequences of a failure occurring in 
practical use. 

Special materials improve corrosion 
and temperature resistance 

For surgical tools and medical devices 
that require repeat sterilisation, corrosion 
resistance is a critical factor. For this 
reason, it is essential that the bearings 
used in the devices can withstand 
both the aggressive chemicals used in 
the sterilisation process and the high 
temperatures of up to +140°C which are 
encountered in the autoclaves. As a result, 
care must be exercised when selecting the 
material for the rolling elements, rings and 
cage. Good results have been achieved 
with the high-performance AMS5898 / 
X30CrMoN15-1 (Martensitic Stainless Steel), 
for example, which has a high chromium 
content of 14 to 16 percent and thus 
provides a considerably higher level of 
corrosion resistance than standard rolling 
bearing steels. 

Well lubricated: For a long service life 
and biocompatibility 

Good lubrication is also vital to bearing 
performance. The type and quantity of 
lubricant has a significant effect on the 
functional characteristics and service life 
of the respective application. For bearing 
systems that rely on grease lubrication, 
it must be ensured that the lubrication is 
biocompatible so that damage to the patient’s 
health is averted even if the lubricant comes 
into contact with tissue. It is often advisable 
to specify an NSF-certified H1/H2 lubricant. 
H1 lubricants are classified as safe for human 
consumption in small quantities or very 
few parts per million. H2 lubricants are 

regarded as suitable for use in foodstuffs 
but are not specifically food-grade products. 
Depending on the use of the medical device, 
biocompatible lubricants in accordance with 
DIN EN ISO 10993 can also be considered. 

In the case of heart pumps and other 
implants, bearing lubrication may not be 
possible at all, so that any risk to the patient 
arising from the lubricant can be ruled out. 
Precision bearings produced from special 
materials can lend a helping hand in such 
cases, ensuring reliable performance and a 
long service life even without lubrication. This 
is also true in cases where other liquids are in 
direct contact with, or even flow through, the 
ball bearing. 

Design and material determine 
wear resistance 

The correct choice of suitable ball and ring 
materials and the right product design also 
ensure that the high-precision bearings 
– and consequently the medical devices 
– have a long service life. One material 
that can be used to improve the life and 
wear resistance of a bearing is AMS5898 / 
X30CrMoN15-1 – a martensitic, through - 
hardened and corrosion-resistant steel. This 
material is ideal for surgical tools thanks 
to its ability to withstand the aggressive 
chemicals used in the sterilisation process. 
Silicon nitride is one of the ball materials 
used in medical applications. With its 
inherent mechanical properties, this 
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material offers excellent performance, even 
in applications with poor lubrication or 
where lubrication is not possible. Bearings 
made of stainless steel X65Cr13 / 1.4037 
have also proven successful in medical 
technology applications and are suitable 
for use in breathing apparatus, for example. 
They combine good load carrying capacity 
with a high fatigue strength and stability. 

Even load distribution thanks to an 
optimized cage design 

The correct choice of cage design and cage 
material is also crucial to the performance 
of a precision ball bearing. The fundamental 
purpose of the cage is to maintain a uniform 
distance between the rolling elements, in 
order to prevent contact between them, and 
thus ensure an even distribution of load 
within the bearing. The cages can also be 
designed in such a way as to reduce torque 
and minimise the generation of heat. This 
requires the selection of a cage material 
that exhibits the greatest possible degree 
of wear resistance in order to optimise 
lifetime, with good options including 
high-performance plastics such as 
Polyetheretherketone (PEEK). This material 
is also certified by NSF International as 
compatible with the human body and, as 
a result, is ideally suited to use in medical 
applications. Thanks to their low mass, 
corrosion-resistant properties and low 
friction, these materials also reduce wear 
and heat generation, with the result that 
the bearings can be operated at higher 
speeds and the service life of the grease is 
extended. Additionally, a pre-requisite for 
any medical applications is the resistance 
to repeated serialisation and radiolucency 
characteristics. In terms of ventilators, 
Torlon cages offer a long service life at an 
affordable price, while cages made of PEEK 
provide the ideal solution for heart pumps: 
as the material is biocompatible, it is also 
an option for applications that remain in 
the human body for more than 24 hours. 

High demands on documentation 
and traceability

In addition to factors such as material 
and lubrication, which contribute directly 
to the reliability of precision bearings, 
documentation on components is also a 
key aspect governing use in the medical 

sector. The demands on the quality 
assurance and traceability of devices and 
components far exceed comparable PPAP 
(Production Part Approval) processes that 
are commonly encountered in other sectors. 
It must be ensured that the bearing system 
is supplied with the relevant component 
documentation in accordance with the 
ISO 9001 quality management standard 
and that this documentation is retained 
for at least 15 years. The documentation 
should also include certificates issued 
in accordance with BS EN 10204:2004 
including Type 3.1 with traceability to 
raw material source. With this European 
standard on inspection certificates for steel 
(and other) products, suppliers can verify 
that the legal and regulatory requirements 
relating to the chemical and mechanical 
properties of the steel are met. 
 
Example from practice: Special precision 
bearings for surgical power tools

Surgical power tools, such as saws used in 
orthopaedic surgery, convert rotary motion 
from the motor into linear motion. The 
bearings are critical to tool movement and 
efficient, uninterrupted operation. HQW 
was recently commissioned by a surgical 
power tool manufacturer to develop a 
new bearing unit for a high-performance 
surgical saw. The bearings had to be 
sufficiently compact to fit inside the tool’s 
slimline design, while still offering the 
necessary stability to accommodate high 
loads and operating speeds. A maximum 
level of corrosion resistance was also 
required. The experts at HQW Precision 
recommended a needle roller bearing 
unit that was appropriate to both this 
specification and the prevailing load 
and speed. As the system is sterilized on 
regular basis, a special material with a high 
chromium content of around 20 percent and 
boasting a high level of corrosion resistance 
was chosen for the needle bearing ring. 
Needles produced from the material SV30 
and a cage made of PAI were also used. 

The bearings are located near to the end of 
the cutting tool and often operate within 
the patient’s body. For this reason, a 
special biocompatible lubricating grease 
was specified. The bearing unit was also 
required to operate with a high degree of 
precision and low backlash to ensure that 

the saw worked precisely and thus achieve 
the best possible surgical result for both 
surgeon and patient. The small bearing 
unit measures 4 x 13 x 8 mm, with the fit 
between the individual bearing components 
amounting to just a few microns. Thanks 
to this improved design, the service life 
of the surgical device has increased many 
times over, thus contributing to patient 
safety throughout the entire life cycle of the 
medical device. 

Joint development for maximum 
performance 

A wealth of applications exists for rolling 
bearings in medical technology – from 
implantable devices, heart pumps and 
breathing apparatus through to high-
precision surgical instruments and robot-
assisted surgical equipment. Maximum 
reliability and fail-safety take centre stage 
here alongside often varying demands on 
material and properties. Optimal results, 
as in the above example, are achieved 
when designers of the medical device 
or component work closely with experts 
in precision bearings. HQW supports 
its customers in this respect by offering 
comprehensive services – from the design 
and engineering of suitable bearing systems 
to comprehensive tests and analyses in an 
internal, state-of-the-art laboratory. HQW 
is the market leader for high-precision 
ball bearings in Europe and specialises in 
customised high-end rolling bearings and 
bearing assemblies, which are produced to 
the highest standards in Germany and are 
characterized by the highest possible degree 
of quality, accuracy and precision, ensuring 
a long service life and maximum safety for 
the patient. HQW precision bearings are 
used successfully by leading companies in 
medical systems as well as in the aerospace 
industry, high-speed machine tool spindles 
and robotics applications. 
 

For further information, please visit  
www.hqw.gmbh
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Can you tell us more about 
your background and current 
activities at King Tiger Sleeves.

A.Nairsons Industries (India) was 
founded in 1968 in Ludhiana. Over 
the years, the company has become a 
leading manufacturer of KT (KING TIGER) 
brand of engineering components. 
We manufacture a wide range of 
components that include Adapter 
Sleeves, Withdrawal Sleeves, Hydraulic 
Sleeves, Locking Nuts, Locking 
Washers, Hydraulic Nuts (KAN Series, 
GUK, KMFE, KMT, KZM, N/AN Series) 
and a variety of other industrial and 
auto fasteners under these brands. Our 
products are used in diverse industries 
like Textiles, Automobiles, Rice & 
Sugar Mills, Cement, Mining etc.

The Bearing 
Sleeves

KT King Tiger Sleeves, the India based manufacturer of a wide range of 
industrial components, including Adapter Sleeves, Withdrawal Sleeves, 
Locking Nuts, Locking Washers, is exporting its products worldwide since 
1968. Bob Nayyar Dikshit, the Manufacturing Partner at KT King Tiger 
explained us the story and the evolution of the company during an interview.

since 1968

Locknuts
Solutions&
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Our products are manufactured in our 
state-of-the art plant at G.T. Road, Ludhiana 
(India). We have installed the best of 
equipment including sophisticated CNC 
machines and our products conform to 
stringent quality parameters.  

How and when did King Tiger Sleeves 
start the manufacturing business?

A.Nairsons Industries (India) was founded in 
1968 in Ludhiana, Punjab ,India. We started 
as a small unit to manufacture bearing & 
crusher parts and soon under the vision 
of our great grand father Late Mr. Madan 
Lal Nayyar we started manufacturing for 
exporters, O.E.M’s and Importers from 
different countries in their brands and after 
getting good demand globally we started 
our brand KT (Kingtiger) and selling to 
O.E.Ms and dealers across India and Export. 
Our products are known nationally and 
internationally for their quality, durability 
finish and attractive packaging. 

What is King Tiger’s product range?

We manufacture a wide range of components 
that include Adapter Sleeves (H,HE,HA), 
Hydraulic Adapter sleeves (HOH), 
Withdrawal Sleeves (AH,AHX), Hydraulic 
Withdrawal Sleeves (AOH,AOHX),Bearing 
Locknuts (KM,KML,HM-T,HM 3000,HM 
3100) Hydraulic Lock Nuts HMV, Lock 
Washers (MB,MBL.AW,W), Precision Lock 
Nuts(KAN Series, GUK, KMFE, KMT, KZM, 
N/AN Series) and a variety of other industrial 
and auto fasteners under these brands. 

Which type of companies, industries 
and markets is King Tiger serving?  

KT products are used in diverse industries 
like Papermills plant & equipment 
manufacturer, Crusher Plant & equipment 
manufacturer & Textiles Plant & equipment 
manufacturer, Automobiles, Rice & Sugar 
Mills Plant & equipment manufacturer, 
Cement Plant & equipment manufacturer, 
Mining Plant & equipment manufacturer, 

Marble, Tiles Plant & equipment 
manufacturer, Hydraulic cranes & lift 
Plant & equipment manufacturer, Biscuits 
Plant & equipment manufacturer, Pump 
equipment manufacturer, Steel Plant & 
equipment manufacturer, Ring Rolling 
Plant & equipment manufacturer scooter 
& Car manufacturers Plant & equipment 
manufacturer, Traders & Exporter of 
different countries & India. 

Which are currently the challenges 
and opportunities for your industry?

As we are making our brand KT reach global 
markets we see Bearing news.com as a very 
effective and reliable brand to promote our 
products globally through them. Mr. Kenan 
M Ozcan support and knowledge of Bearing 
industry is very beneficial for our brand 
to  reach global heights in coming years. 

More information about KT King Tiger Sleeves 
can be found at  www.ktkingtiger.com
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Trouble-free operation thanks to 

maintenance products 
New simalube generation 

The automatic lubricators simalube, which 
have been tried and tested millions of times 
on the market, have been redesigned in 
the spirit of innovation and the constant 
improvements we are striving for. The 
gas generator, the heart of the automatic 
lubricant dispensers, has been completely 
redesigned. The fresh, modern design offers 
improvements in many respects regarding 
function and handling. What has remained is 
the extremely reliable drive technology using 
gas producing dry cells.  The generated gas 
builds up the overpressure in the dispenser 
behind the piston, which automatically, 
continuously, and reliably presses the 
lubricant into the lubrication point. 
Compared to its modest size (comparable 
to a hearing aid battery), the cell produces 
a considerable amount of gas and delivers 
this on demand without an external power 
supply. Thanks to this innovative technology, 
simalube lubricators are unique in terms 
of function, compactness and versatility.

simatec App “simatec World 
of Maintenance”

The “simatec world of maintenance” app 
is your personal assistant for efficient and 
connected maintenance monitoring. The 
app is the overarching platform to control 
simatec products, another step in taking 
simatec customers into the digital future. 
 
Currently, the app can be used to monitor 
lubrication points, create lubrication 
schedules, and calculate the correct 
settings of simalube lubricant dispensers. 
In addition, simple videos show the correct 
procedure for initial installation and 
replacement of the products. 

The app can be easily installed via the 

stores (App Store and Google Play). 
After a simple registration process, it is 
immediately ready for use.  

simatec is continuously developing the 
"simatec World of Maintenance" app, adding 
new features on an ongoing basis and thus 
constantly expanding the range of products.

Correct lubrication of bearings

The selection of the right lubricants and their 
delivery to the lubrication points in a suitable 
form and in the right quantity is essential 
and is becoming increasingly demanding. 
The selection of the lubrication system is 
therefore of crucial importance ; it must be 
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made according to the requirements. Today, 
expensive high-performance lubricants of the 
latest technologies are increasingly used for 
lubrication. It is all the more astonishing that 
relubrication is mostly done by hand and only 
5 % of all lubrication points are equipped with 
an automatic system. 
 
Obviously, there is a lot of catching up 
to do here, be it retrofitting or initial 
installation. In both cases, the automatic 
simalube lubricant dispensers from the 
Swiss manufacturer simatec are the ideal 
solution. The customer can choose the 
sizes, lubricants and running times of the 

dispensers and thus obtains the tailor-made 
solution for every lubrication point. 
 
Each lubrication point is independently, 
reliably and continuously supplied with 
the amount of lubricant pre-selected by the 
customer. The lubricators generate exactly 
the pressure required to deliver greases or 
oils to the lubrication points. Segregation of 
oil and thickener is avoided, the consistency 
remains constant and the freshly supplied 
lubricant unfolds its full performance at the 
lubrication point. Wear on components is 
reduced, unplanned downtime is avoided 
and maintenance intervals are extended. The 

elimination of manual lubrication also saves 
valuable time and thus money. 

The simalube automatic lubricant dispensers 
are available in five different sizes. The 
delivery rate can be adjusted continuously, 
with running times from 1 - 12 months. 
This makes the simalube lubricators an 
all-rounder when it comes to lubricating 
all types of bearings, chains, open gears, 
guide rails, spindles and much more. In 
addition, simalube lubricant dispensers 
are tested and approved according to ATEX 
and IECEx for all Ex protection zones.
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Simple, fast and safe bearing 
handling thanks to simatool

The availability and optimal utilization of 
production facilities are the most important 
factors for the profitability of companies. 
Production and resulting yield losses due to 
unplanned plant shutdowns are no longer 
tolerated today. In order to reduce unwanted 
failures and allow planned maintenance 
intervals to be as long as possible, preventive 
measures must be taken. Rolling bearings 
are used billions of times worldwide and 
have become an indispensable part of 
mechanical engineering. Expectations 
of the service life of such bearings are 
correspondingly high and the service 
life depends on various factors. 

The aim is therefore to implement the entire 
process of bearing dismounting, handling, 
mounting, lubrication and monitoring 
quickly, safely and easily. This is where 
simatec's innovative solutions can help. 

What can a Bearing Handling Tool 
(BHT) do and what are its advantages?

The Bearing Handling Tool is ideal for 
the professional and safe lifting of large 
and heavy bearings. With the BHT, you 
avoid the risk of accidents and the risk of 
damaging the bearing. The simatool Bearing 
Handling Tool consists of two handles, 
two rotating handles and steel straps that 
enclose the bearing on the outer ring. By 
evenly tightening the handles in the two 
support arms, the steel bands are fixed 
to the outer ring diameter of the bearing. 
The two anti-rotation devices prevent the 
inner ring from swinging out in the case of 
angularly movable bearings (self-aligning 
ball bearings). Two opposing handles and 
two carrying straps allow easy handling with 
a lifting crane. Bearings can be placed on a 
shaft with the Bearing Handling Tool in both 
horizontal and vertical positions. 
 
The bore remains free, so the bearing can 
be easily pushed onto a shaft. Additionally, 
the fixation of the bearing allows a more 
precise positioning. This guarantees simple, 
fast and safe bearing mounting on shafts.
Simatec offers three different Bearing 
Handling tools with a range from 
200-700 mm. All three variants are 
tested and certified by TÜV SÜD.

Can simatherm induction heaters be 
used in combination with the Bearing 
Handling Tool? 

simatherm heating devices efficiently heat 
rolling bearings and other ring-shaped 
metal parts. They enable quick and clean 
assembly and replace conventional 
heating methods such as hot plates, hot 
oil baths, open flames and ovens. During 
the heating process, only the workpiece 
heats up, but the device remains cold. 
The combination of the induction heating 
device and the Bearing Handling Tool 
guarantees efficient, fast and safe mounting 
of rolling bearings up to 300 kg.  

simatec - your reliable partner 
for maintenance products

The use of simatec maintenance products 
significantly increases the quality of 
maintenance work and makes processes 
simpler, safer and more economical. 
This is how you successfully implement 
your maintenance processes:  

Use simatherm heating devices for 
mounting rolling bearings: The best 
method for achieving/adjusting the correct 
heating temperature is to heat the bearing 

with a simatherm induction heater.  The 
desired temperature can be set precisely and 
the heating process is continuously monitored. 
Once the workpiece is warm enough, it can 
be easily mounted without any effort. 

Use simatool quality tools: Correct 
mounting and dismounting is crucial for a 
long service life of your bearings. Professional 
tools such as bearing pullers or bearing 
mounting tool sets from simatec ensure safe 
mounting and dismounting and reduce the 
risk of damage. simatool tool sets are the 
perfect solution for professional mounting 
and dismounting of rolling bearings.

Lubricate your equipment with simalube: 
The supply of lubricants at the right time 
and in the right quantity is crucial and 
very demanding if the service life of your 
components is to be extended. It is important 
to select the right lubricants and supply them 
to the lubrication points in the appropriate 
form and in the correct quantity. The 
simalube automatic lubricant dispenser is 
the perfect solution to meet these tasks.

More information can be found at  
www.simatec.com 
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The moving components of these machines 
that require condition monitoring are 
mainly bearings and gears. In this article, 
we’ll discuss the new and advanced tools to 
facilitate condition monitoring of low-speed 
machinery, with the main focus on rolling 
element bearing condition monitoring.

Challenges of Low-Speed 
Bearing Monitoring

For high-speed bearings, different 
technologies are commonly a part of a 
PdM program: vibration, thermography, 
and wear debris analysis. Low-speed 
bearing monitoring is a different story. 
These common technologies are ineffective 
until it is too late regarding speeds less 
than 250 rpm. In slow-speed applications, 
early bearing failure remains a notorious 
problem – unless ultrasound is used.

Why Ultrasound?

Slow speed bearing monitoring with 
ultrasound isn’t as difficult as you 
might think. Because most high-end 

ultrasound instruments have a wide 
sensitivity range and frequency tuning, 
you can listen to the acoustic quality of 
the bearing, especially at slower speeds. 

In extreme slow-speed bearing applications 
(usually less than 25rpm), the bearing 
will produce little to no ultrasonic noise. 
In that case, it is important to not only 
listen to the sound of the bearing but 
more importantly to analyse the recorded 
ultrasound sound file in a spectrum 
analysis software, focusing on the time 
waveform to see if there are any anomalies 
present. If “crackling” or “popping” 
sounds are present, then there is some 
indication of a deformity occurring. In 
bearing speeds above 25rpm, it is possible 
to set a baseline decibel level and trend the 
associated decibel level readings over time.

How Does It Work?

The primary function of an ultrasound 
device is to turn high frequency into audible 
sound. This is called heterodyning. An 
operator who knows the basics of bearing 

friction can distinguish a healthy bearing, 
producing a quiet steady signal from a 
defective bearing, causing an intermittent 
or specific repetitive ringing or crackling 
sound. However, listening is not enough. 
Reliable measurements are required to 
build a solid PdM program. Otherwise, your 
instrument is no more than a stethoscope.

The Art of Monitoring

Low-Speed Bearings
Low-speed machinery is classified as 
machines with operating speeds less 
than 600 rpm. These are known to be the 
most critical items in the production line 
and are generally large with high rotating 
inertias. In the past, there was little 
interest in condition monitoring of these 
machines as they have less tendency to 
break down. However, if a failure does 
occur, the downtime and replacement 
costs can be huge, which can lead to 
massive production loss.
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The UE Systems Ultraprobe 15000, for 
example, allows you to listen to sound 
quality and compare baseline information 
before it saves the recording to be 
uploaded to DMS software. From there, 
you can set alarm levels and analyze data 
to determine a bearing’s condition.

Bottom Line 

For slow-speed bearings, it’s crucial to 

rely on sound quality and pattern. To 
facilitate data analysis, it’s recommended 
to use an ultrasonic instrument with 
sound recording capabilities, like the 

Ultraprobe 15000 or the OnTrak SmartLube 
system, which can manage the life of 
your bearings and significantly reduce 
the number of bearing failures caused 
by improper lubrication. After the sound 
has been recorded, it is then analysed on 
sound spectrum analysis software. Then, 
maintenance professionals can record the 
sound produced by a slow-speed bearing, 
load the file in the software, and analyze 

it. This software provides valuable insights 
into when a bearing needs to be lubricated 
or replaced if failure is imminent. 

Check-out the video on:  Using Ultrasound 
to Inspect and Monitor Slow Speed Bearings 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=TAW1Uhx0sH8

The new Regal Rexnord introduces 
engineered-to-order industrial powertrains, 

delivering power for the most  
demanding of applications

Industrial powertrains that  
drive endless potential

It took the combined strengths of our new company to develop complete industrial  
powertrain solutions, custom designed and built for applications across the full  
spectrum of horsepower and torque. From start to finish, Regal Rexnord™ electromechanical  
industrial powertrains are designed, configured, integrated and optimized for your unique 
applications, opening the door to new ideas and unlimited possibilities. 

Read about Regal Rexnord and our prominent brands. Go to regalrexnord.com.
Creating a better tomorrow™...

All trademarks, service marks and company names are the property of their respective owners.  
© 2022 Regal Rexnord Corporation, All Rights Reserved. MCAD21056E • MB0122E

Rexnord®     Sealmaster®     Stearns®     Kop-Flex®     Falk®   

Link-Belt®     Marathon®     Perceptiv™     Browning®     Tollok®

regalrexnord.com/powertrain
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— NSK improved bearing performance and reliability in the severe operating environments that vibrating-screen bearings endure

By switching to NSK pre-assembled, fully integrated bearings, a vibrating 
screen manufacturer is witnessing annual cost savings of €117,000. The 
company was previously experiencing difficulties with the consistency 
of the bearing mounting in its shaker box assembly. At the same time, 
the plant was looking for opportunities to save manufacturing costs and 
improve the overall performance of its screens. NSK addressed all these 
issues following a comprehensive design review of the original machine.

Pre-assembled bearings  
save time and money at vibrating 
screen manufacturer

To overcome the challenges at the 
manufacturing plant, which produces 
vibrating screens for the quarry and mining 
sector, the company engaged the services 
of bearing specialist NSK. Expert engineers 
proposed the design and manufacture of a 
complete bearing assembly, such that the 
resultant unit could simply fasten to the 
machine frame without any complex assembly 
of housings, bearings, or seals. 

Part of a value proposal, NSK first created a 

bespoke design with full CAD drawings for 
approval by the customer. Once signed-off, 
NSK took over the complete housing, seals 
and bearing assembly operation. The product 
could then be supplied as a built unit; packed, 
pre-greased and ready to fit with bearing 
location features. 

Not only were bearing performance 
and reliability improved in the severe 
operating environments that vibrating-
screen bearings endure, but the customer 

also witnessed a significant reduction in 
manufacturing costs thanks to the much-
reduced need for complex fitting. 
 
NSK’s design focuses on a bespoke housing 
made from high-strength SG (spheroidal 
graphite) iron in combination with 
NSK’s CAM-VS vibratory specification 
bearings.The integrated assembly, 
which reduces the need for the customer 
to manufacture sub-components, 
includes labyrinth and contact seals.
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Further benefits of the solution include 
greater fatigue strength against vibration, 
shock loads, wear, and corrosion, along with a 
reduction in noise levels of 50-60%. End users 
can also re-grease the integrated bearing unit 
whenever required. 

Ease of installation has reduced in-house 
costs at the vibratory screen manufacturing 
plant. Previously, the company would incur 
high annual expenditure for manufacturing 
the housings in-house, together with bearing 
purchases and assembly costs. In contrast, the 
plant now only has a single, much reduced 
cost of the pre-assembled bearing units from 
NSK, delivering annual savings of €117,000. 

About NSK Europe

NSK Europe Ltd. is the European organisation 
of the Tokyo-based bearing manufacturer 
NSK, which was founded in Japan in 1916 
and today employs nearly 30,580 people 
in its worldwide operations. The products 
and solutions provided by the industrial and 
automotive supplier can be found wherever 
things move. In addition to nearly all types 

of rolling bearings, the company’s portfolio 
includes housed bearings, linear technology, 
wheel bearing units, transmission and engine 
bearings and steering systems. The company 
is oriented to perfection in all of its business 
activities. Its aim is quality leadership in 
its industry, which it strives for through a 

continuous process of improvement, excellent 
product development, optimised production 
processes and customer-oriented service 
processes. In fiscal year 2021, the more than 
4,250 employees of NSK Europe Ltd. generated 
sales of over € 818 million. www.nskeurope.com

—  A cut-away of NSK’s pre-assembled, integrated bearing assembly
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REXS – the standardized interface for 
the simple exchange of gear unit data

A key milestone for Industry 4.0 is 
establishing industry-wide standards. 
Combining software systems with end-to-end 
processes simplifies day-to-day work and 
reduces the likelihood of errors. Very specific 
questions often arise, such as the coordinate 
systems, definition ranges, or interfaces. 
But even if all of these questions can be 
clarified in advance, the development of such 
interfaces can be a complex task that requires 
both engineering and IT expertise. 
FVA e.V. has committed itself to the goal 
of establishing an industry-wide standard 
for the simple exchange of data in gearbox 
development. Since 2017, FVA has been 
working closely with industry and research to 
develop the Reusable Engineering EXchange 
Standard (REXS) - an open source data 

interface with tailored solutions for drive 
technology applications. REXS defines a 
unified modeling and nomenclature for the 
gearbox and its components across standards 
and industries, based on the detailed 
terminology of 25 FVA project committees.  

As reference software for the development 
of the interface, the FVA-Workbench can 
always import and export gear models in the 
current REXS format. This makes it possible 
to transfer models between different CAE 
systems in order to take advantage of their 
respective strengths. The aim of the REXS 
initiative is to provide a "digital twin" in 
gearbox development and calculation. With 
many years of experience and close ties to 
industry and research, FVA is in a unique 
position to develop a standard that can be 
adopted industry-wide. 

REXS 1.5 published 

Adaptations to the specification resulting 
from user requirements are published 
annually in a new release. Requirements 
and change requests are collected in a public 
ticket system and presented to the Change 

The FVA-Workbench is the leading software tool for calculation and simulation of 
individual gear elements and complex gear systems. It bundles the knowledge from 
over 50 years of research from the world’s leading drive technology research and 
innovation network: Forschungsvereinigung Antriebstechnik e.V. (FVA). New research 
findings are continuously defined, developed, and validated in cooperative industrial 
research projects and systematically integrated into the FVA-Workbench. Thus, the 
software always reflects the current state of research along with classic calculation 
methods according to standards. 

The FVA-Workbench can be used to design and configure complex gear systems and 
features modules for performing extensive calculations. This approach assists users 
with calculation selection and parameterization.

REXS at ZF
Gearbox 
Development 
Based on the 
Latest Research 
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Control Board (CCB), which oversees and 
guides the REXS development process. 
This ensures target-oriented development 
of the standard. 

The latest release, REXS 1.5, makes it 
possible to reference external data sources. 
For example, components and their 
subcomponents and relations can now be 
used in a REXS file without duplicating 
them. This allows for a more modular 
structure to REXS files. 

Transferring data from calculation 
programs often leads to redundancy 
and overdetermination. This leads to the 
question of which data was provided by the 
user and which was calculated. The new 
“origin” tag can be used to define whether 
a value was calculated or user-specified. 
This makes it easier to decide which values 
should be taken from the model when 
importing the data. 

Furthermore, it was also determined how 
REXS models can be represented in JSON 
file format.  

REXS design principles

• Free and open 
Detailed, non-propriety documentation  
that is available to everyone free of  
charge.

• Comprehensive and clear 
Modeling of the complete gearbox, 
including all available data (inputs 
and results). All components of the 
model are modeled as explicitly as 
possible ("gearbox snapshot").

• Well documented 
All concepts, conventions, and 
parameters used must be well 
documented in order to avoid 
ambiguity or misunderstandings.

• Standardized 
Use of specific, unambiguous 
definitions as well as general rules and 
conventions. Avoidance of special cases 
and exceptions. Based on common 
file formats (XML, JSON, ZIP).

• Simple and generic 
The structure of the interface format as 
well as the underlying gearbox model 
should be as simple and generic as 
possible, depend on few meta-elements, 
and allow extensions of the model 
without introducing new structures.

• Bilaterally extensible 
It should be possible to extend REXS 
with mutually-agreed data in order 
to consider special requirements 
for exchanging data between 
two software environments.

 
REXS – the standard for gearbox 
development’s digital twin 

The REXS standard interface has been 
developed since 2017 on behalf of FVA 
(Forschungsvereinigung Antriebstechnik 
e.V.) under an open source license. Research 
institutes such as TU Dresden IMM, RWTH 
Aachen WZL, and TU Munich FZG, as well 
as leading drive technology companies such 
as SEW-Eurodrive, Schaeffler AG, and ZF 
are involved in the development. REXS has 
been developed with the common goal of 
exchanging and enriching data along the 
value chain in order to create a complete 
digital twin of a drive. The FVA-Workbench 
simulation software supports importing 
and exporting of all versions. “Thus, the 
FVA-Workbench will be a data donor for 
the digital twin in gearbox development,” 
explained Norbert Haefke, Managing 
Director of FVA GmbH. 

REXS in use at ZF  

The commitment of FVA companies and 
their many years of experience in the field 
of gearbox software ensure the suitability 
of the developed concepts to the industrial 
environment. Numerous OEMs, Tier 1 
suppliers, and CAE software providers have 
already implemented the REXS interface 
in their tools and software products. 
In addition to commercial calculation 
programs, gearbox manufacturers such as 
ZF Friedrichshafen AG use the standard in 
their internal software development projects. 
For example, ZF relies on the free standard 
for automated calculations in their internal 
calculation environment. 
 
Based on extensive research and practical 
know-how, ZF Friedrichshafen AG 
developed its own load-bearing capacity 
methods several decades ago, which it has 
continuously updated to reflect current 
knowledge. The application of these 
methods in product development has made 
a significant contribution to the high quality 
and performance density of ZF gearbox 
systems. In the past, these methods were 

maintained in in-house engineering tools 
and rolled out to product development. 
However, as both maintaining and 
supporting this internal software requires 
significant cost and effort, commercial tools 
such as the FVA-Workbench are increasingly 
being used for product development. 
Therefore, these internal calculation 
methods have been integrated into the FVA-
Workbench to ensure that all engineers have 
continued access to these in-house methods.  

In order to protect the company’s internal 
knowledge, the ZF-specific methods were 
not provided to FVA GmbH during the 
integration. Thus, ZF made the decision to 
package the calculations in its own plugin 
which communicates bilaterally with the 
FVA-Workbench via a REXS file. 

Beyond this specific use case, automated 
workflows can also be realized across 
various simulation tools. This makes 
REXS an important milestone toward 
independence from manufacturer-specific 
file formats. 

"We rely on a combination of internal and 
commercial tools in product development 
at ZF. REXS makes it possible for us to keep 
models in sync without having to worry 
about end-to-end changes to the simulation 
models." – Dr. Johannes König, Head of 
Fundamentals & Digitalization in Gear 
Development, ZF Friedrichshafen AG

Conclusion 
 
The requirements of the world’s leading 
powertrain and suspension technology 
company, ZF Friedrichshafen AG, played 
a decisive role in shaping REXS. ZF’s 
own load capacity methods have been 
implemented in the FVA-Workbench, 
which supports REXS as a data interface. 
Thus, REXS makes it simple to exchange ZF 
models with customers and process them in 
the FVA-Workbench. 

For a simple introduction to REXS, sample 
datasets are available at https://www.rexs.
info. Exported datasets can also be validated 
using the free tool. This is an easy way to 
verify conformity with the specification and 
ensure that the REXS files can also be used in 
other programs. 
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